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Abstract  
We prove the worst-case upper bound 1.5045.. n for the time complexity o f  3-SAT decision, 
where n is the number o f  variables in the input formula, introducing new methods for the analysis 
as well as new algorithmic techniques. We add new 2- and 3-clauses, called "blocked clauses", 
generalizing the extension rule o f  "Extended Resolution." Our methods for estimating the size 
o f  trees lead to a refined measure of  formula complexity o f  3-clause-sets and can be applied 
also to arbitrary trees. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V, All rights reserved. 
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I .  In t roduct ion  
In this paper  we study the exponent ia l  part  o f  t ime complex i ty  for  3 -SAT  dec is ion  
and prove  the wors t -case  upper  bound 1.5044.. n for  n the number  o f  var iab les  in the 
input  formula,  us ing  new a lgor i thmic  methods  as wel l  as new methods  for  the analys is .  
These  methods  also deepen the a l ready exist ing approaches  in a systemat ic  manner .  
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The following results for 3-SAT decision (abstracting from a polynomial factor in 
the length of the input) are known: 
1. The history of 3-SAT bounds begins with 1.839: [24], or, by looking slightly closer 
at the formula, 1.769.: [3]. 
2. The first important step was made by Monien and Speckenmeyer [24], yielding the 
bound 1.618:.  2 The idea is to enforce the existence of a 2-clause, yielding a better 
output for 1-clause elimination. 
3. In [29] this bound was improved to 1.578.. n with the help of a refined algorithm 
and a refined measure of formula complexity for 3-clause-sets (formulas in 3-CNF): 
For the previous bound the mere existence of a 2-clause had been sufficient. 
Compared to that, [29] starts the quantitative registration of 2-clauses (building up 
on an idea of B. Monien). 
4. While the measure of formula complexity from [29] (invoking a certain "approxi- 
mation" of  the number of 2-clauses) is fiarther developed in this article, another step 
in our direction is [33], reaching 1.5702.. n. "Blocked clauses" are used in special 
cases, eliminating certain branches from the search tree, and also, unlike [29], by 
some global argumentation a (small) number of new 2-clauses can be taken into 
account for sure (using also some sort of "budget" for new clauses). 
5. The bound 1.5044.." was presented by the author in [16]. 
6. In the extended abstract [30] the bound 1.4962.." is claimed. In [20] the author of 
the present article sketched how this bound can be reached by a refinement of the 
algorithm of this article. 
For a general survey on worst-ease upper bounds for SAT decision, considering also 
other classes and other measures of formula complexity, see Section 14.3.1 (and [22]). 
1.1. Survey of  the fundamental ideas so far 
The basic structure of  the algorithms used for upper bounds for 3-SAT decision, called 
"DPLL-algorithms" 3 due to [4, 5], is just "reducing and testing (or branching)": On input 
F0, one uses (certain) polynomial reductions Fo ~ r(Fo) where r(Fo) = :F is satisfiabil- 
ity equivalent o F0. If  this does not decide whether F0 is satisfiable, one divides via 
r(q~ I* F)... r (¢pp* F)  
F E 5¢d~-- ¢:~ 3 i E { 1 . . . . .  p} : ¢pi • F E 5Pd~-- 
q~i partial assignments, ~o i • F the result of  substituting truth-values via ¢p; in F. 
2 The report [24] is published in [25], where the authors additionally introduced the notion of "Au- 
tarkness" for the concept behind this improvement. Independently he same bound was also discovered in
Luckhardt [23] using a slightly more elementary algorithm and a more compact analysis. The latter seems 
to us of importance for further progress in this field. 
3 Or "DPLL-like algorithms". 
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The progress made in the course of development from [24] to our results lies, very 
roughly speaking, in extending the realm of reductions r, in selecting and constructing 
better branchings (~ol . . . . .  q~p), and, going hand in hand with these improvements, in 
discovering new methods for estimating the size of the backtracking tree built up by 
the above branchings. 4 
For the analysis of complexity the measurement of formula complexity seems to us 
to be most important, because there is an immediate feedback for the algorithm, which 
is a "greedy" one and therefore ought to know in which direction the reduction of 
formula complexity is big. 
The basic ideas for the previous bounds (and algorithms) on 3-SAT-decision are as 
follows. (We assume some basic knowledge about SAT decision here. In Section 2 the 
reader will find the definitions of the fundamental notions used in this paper.) 
1.1.1. The bounds 1.839.. n and 1.769.. n
A (partial) assignment q~ fulfilling ~o(a) = ~o(b) = q~(c) = 0 for a 3-clause {a, b, c} E F 
cannot satisfy F, i.e., ¢p(F)= 0 holds. In other words: After setting a and b to 0, the 
value of c is forced to be 1 (by "Unit-clause-elimination"). 
This trivial observation reduces the search space of assignments for a 3-clause-set 
F from 2 n to 1.839.. n. The basis of this bound is given by 1.839.. = z(3,2, 1), where 
z(3,2, 1) (see Definition 8.3) is the "cost" of the branching 
((a---+O,b---~O,c---~l), (a---+0, b---+ 1), (a---~ 1)) 
with respect o the loss of variables. 5 This "branching tuple" (3,2, 1) can be seen as 
built up from the trivial branching (1, 1) and the improved branching (2, 1): (3,2, 1 )= 
(1 + 2, 1 + 1, 1 ), where the tuple (1, 1 ) comes from testing the literal a and, within 
branch (a ~ 0), the tuple (2, 1) comes from testing the (new) 2-clause {b, c}.  
By noticing that also in the other branch (a---~ 1) there arises a new 2-clause (for 
literal a not pure in F) ,  we can (slightly) improve this bound to z(1 +2,  1 + 1, 1 +2,  
1 + 1 )n = 1.769.. n. 
1.1.2. The bound 1.618.. n
A better reduction of the search space is obtained if there is a 2-clause {a, b} in 
F, because then already ~o(a)= ¢p(b)=0=> q~(F)=0 holds. When the existence of 
a ~< 2-clause is always guaranteed, we get the bound 1.618.. n (1.618.. = z(2, 1 )). For that 
purpose the following elementary fact is used (a form of the "Autarkness Principle" 
from [25]): 
F sa--t F(A0)" (~o*F)[° '2]¢0 or~o* _ 
4 Containing only reduced formulas and thus abstracting from the polynomial reduction process. 
5 For t = (tl . . . . .  tn ) with ti > 0 we define z(t) as the solution of En=1 z(t)-t~ = 1, z(t) > 0. The z-function 
is our basic tool for estimating the size of the computation tree. It enables to valuate a whole branching and 
seems to be also the right tool for that purpose in heuristic algorithms (instead of the use of products and 
sums like in [10] or [13]). See [19]. 
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for a partial assignment (pand a 3-clause-set F, where F [°,2] is the set of clauses C E F 
sat 
of length at most 2, and - is the satisfiability equivalence: 
After application of a partial assignment to a 3-clause-set F either there is a clause 
of length at most 2, or the result is equivalent to F with respect to satisfiability. Thus in 
the "exceptional case" (~o ,F )  [°,2] --0 we just reduce F to ~p ,F  (without branching). 
The proof of (A0) consists in the simple observation that (~o,F)[°,2]-~0:=~ 
~o • F C_ F =~ ~p • F ~ F holds (see Section 4). Both algorithms in [23, 25] use this ar- 
gument, but in a slightly different form: [23] uses (A0) where F is the original input 
formula F0 and ~p the assignment corresponding to the whole path from the root F0 
of the test-tree to the current est-formula ~o, F0. [25] stated the stronger version (A1) 
of A0: 
(A1): (~o*F)[°'2]\F~0 or~p*FS~F 
and applied it to the current est-formula F and one of its direct successors ~p • F. 
Note that (q~ ,F ) [ ° , : ] \F= (~o , F ) \F  holds, since applying a partial assignment to 
a 3-clause-set does not create new 3-clauses. We use the notation 
N(~o,F) := (q~ , F ) \F  
for the set of new clauses. 
1.1.3. The bound 1.578.." 
While the new ~ 2-clause guaranteed (in the "normal case") by (A1) (N(~o,F)~ 0) is 
not necessary for the previous bound, [29] exploited this effect for his improved bound 
by including a certain "approximation" of the number of < 2-clauses in his complexity 
analysis. From our point of view the basis 1.57817..--Zl,2,1 (see Definition 11.2) of 
the bound in [29] results from balancing the costs of the following two worst cases of 
his algorithm: 
1. In the first "worst case" all 2-clauses have disjoint variables and for a specially 
chosen 2-clause {a, b} E F one splits via (a ~ 0, b --, 1), (a ~ 1). (A1) gives at least 
one new clause in every branch, and additionally [29] managed to guarantee for the 
branch (a--~ 0, b ~ 1) one further new 2-clause. This yields the "cost" 
*l '2 *3 '1 *2 *3 
z( 2 +(  2 - 1 ).~, 1 +(  1 - 1 ) .~)=z(2+ct ,  l) 
for this branching, where ~ is the "weight of 2-clauses." 
The values under *l stand for the loss of variables, under *2 for the number of 
new 2-clauses and under "3 for the number of eliminated 2-clauses in the respective 
branches. 
2. In the second "worst case" some variable occurs twice in the 2-clauses of F : (a, b}, 
{a, c} E F, which is also the maximal number of occurrences of a variable in the 
2-clauses o fF .  For the branching (a-~O,b-+ 1,c-+ l/, (a--* 1 / we have: 
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(a) In branch (a~O,b~ 1,c--* 1) at most four 2-clauses are eliminated, and be- 
cause [29] counts only variable-disjoint 2-clauses (an important point which will 
be discussed later), only two of them are counted. 6
(b) And in branch (a ~ 1) two 2-clauses are eliminated, from which one is counted. 
Thus for the second worst case we get the cost 
T(3 - 2ct, 1 - ~). 
The optimal value ~1,2,1 for ~ is the value where z (2+a,  1 )=z(3 -2a ,  1 -~)  holds 
true. Numerical calculations yield al,2,1 = 0.200780.. and the basis 
Zl,2,1 = z(2 + cq,2,1, 1) = z(3 - 2~1,2,1, 1- ~1,2,1) = 1.57817.. 
of  the bound. 
1.2. The ideas leadin9 to the bound 1.5044.. n 
1.2.1. The role of 2-clauses for 3-SAT-decision 
The analysis of  SAT-algorithms has to gauge (at each step) the reduction in formula 
complexity achieved by the algorithm. 
For the bound 1.618.. n only the number n of  variables of  FE  3-cg£~06 a is used for 
measuring the complexity of  F (thus measuring the reduction in formula complexity by 
An, the loss of variables). Now I cannot figure out any way of improving An = (2, 1), 
achieved by the branching 
((l--~0,x---rl), (l--~1)) for {I,x}EF, 
in the case that all 2-clauses are variable-disjoint (considering the worst case). 
Thus, in order to improve that bound (and the algorithm(!)), another aspect of 
structural simplification than the loss of  variables must additionally be taken into 
account. 
Let us consider in the variable-disjoint case the effect of  the test-assigmnents q~0 = 
(l--*O,x---~ 1) and (,O 1 = (l--* 1) on the 3-clauses o fF .  
I f  q~; does not create a new ~ 2-clause from some 3-clause (by assigning truth value 
0 to one or two literals of some 3-clause and not affecting the other literals in that 
clause), i.e., the set 
U(~oi,F) = (qgi . F ) \F  
of new clauses is empty, then by (A1) (see Section 1.1.2) q~i *F  is satisfiability equiv- 
alent to F. So let us assume that at least one new ~ 2-clause has been created by q~i, 
i.e., N(~pi,F) :fi ~. 
6 [29] treats the case, that in the first "worst case" the new 2-clauses are not variable-disjoint to he existing 
ones or to each other, by an exhaustive case distinction and including the immediately following branching 
into the calculation: This incisive complication is eliminated inour algorithm due to of our improved analysis 
(see Section 1.2.4 in the next). In the second "worst case" new 2-clauses are not counted. 
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I f  the empty clause is created (3_E N(~oi,F)) then this branch is completed. If a new 
1-clause arises (N(~oi,F) tl] ~ 0) then we are also lucky since by 1-clause-elimination 
one further variable can be eliminated. So let us assume that only new 2-clauses have 
been created by q~i, i.e., N(cpi,F)=N(q~i,F) [2].
Now, since the only existing 2-clause affected by tpi is {l,x} (the 2-clauses are 
variable-disjoint!), the total number of 2-clauses in F has not been decreased by ap- 
plying ~Pi to F: One 2-clause has been eliminated, and IN(~o;,F) 1/> 1 many 2-clauses 
have been created. 
If  in at least one branch q~0 or ~Pl also an additional new 2-clause can be guaranteed, 
that is ]N(q~i,F)[ >-2, then in fact in that branch the number of 2-clauses increases! 
This increase could be exploited irectly by considering the following two cases (for 
simplicity we assume that in both branches two new 2-clauses are created): 
1. The set of 2-clauses tays variable-disjoint: This case occurs maximally n/2-times 
on any path in the backtracking tree (or computation tree as we say), and thus the 
computation tree has been cut down. 7 
2. Otherwise there exists a variable which occur at least twice in the 2-clauses of F, 
and testing such a variable yields (due to 1-clause-elimination) a bigger reduction 
with respect o n than An--(2, 1). 8 
However, this approach complicates the algorithm and ignores "distant effects." (The 
reader should note that the case-distinction i only "locally complete," i.e., for one 
single node, while in general both cases may occur together in the computation tree, 
and thus prevent he simplebounds.) 
We choose another more general approach, combining both sights (the elimination 
of variables vs. the increase in the number of (variable-disjoint) 2-clauses) by some 
sort of linear combination. 
1.2.2. The basic idea of refined measurement for 3-clause-sets, incorporatin9 some 
"compatible" amount of 2-clauses into the measure 
As starting point we refine the measure n (number of variables) for the complexity 
of F to a difference m = n - -z  where z reflects in a suitable way the number of ~< 2- 
clauses of F. To determine this "suitable way" is a non-trivial task and is treated in 
this work the first time systematically, motivated by an analogous quantity within the 
proofs from [29]. 
Some remarks: 
- z has to be subtracted from n since an increase in the number of 2-clanses hould 
decrease the formula complexity. 
- In our framework it is preferable to incorporate into the measure z only the number 
of 2-clauses instead of ~ 2-clauses, since the empty clause 3- simply aborts the 
current path in the computation tree and I-clauses belong to the difference in the 
number of variables (1-clause-elimination is applied always automatically). 
7 If this case would be guaranteed forthe whole tree, one gets (at least) the bound x/~ n. 
8 And if this case would generally hold, the bound ~(3, 1) n= 1.465.Y would be established. 
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- z has to be an "approximation" of the number of 2-clauses since the number of 
2-clauses itself can be quadratically in n, but a measure (of formula complexity) 
should take only non-negative values. 
The "progress" made in the test-tree from F to one direct successor F ' ,  which, taken 
together, determines our bound for the size of the test-tree (with the help of the z- 
function), is now no longer the simple difference An = n(F ) -  n (F ) ,  but 
Am = An - Az = (n(F) - n (F  ) ) - (z(F)  - z (F ' ) ) .  
The reduction of  F is the bigger the greater Am is, i.e., the greater An = n(F ) -  n(F t) 
and the less Az =z(F) -  z (F )  (negative if possible) are. 
In the whole we try to improve the bound 1.618.. n by using negative Az in the 
case of  "small" An (mainly the case of  variable disjoint 2-clauses), corresponding to 
an increase in the number of 2-clauses. In the case of "big" An, the above combined 
difference Am (in contrast) is decreased by a positive Az (more 2-clauses vanish than 
arise), and thus the whole method can be seen as a balancing o f  the measurements o f
the different cases. 
The following trivial equation is basic for our considerations: 
Az = number of vanishing "z-clauses" - number of new "z-clauses". 
Thus we have to maximize the number of  new "z-clauses" and to minimize (control) 
the number of vanishing "z-clauses," where by a "z-clause" we mean a 2-clause which 
is counted by the approximation z. 9 
1.2.3. New 2-clauses 
To obtain a maximal number of  new "z-clauses" we use the following two new 
methods: 
1. We introduce the notion of  "Blocked Clauses," a generalization of  the addition of  
new clauses by the extension rule of  "Extended Resolution." Blocked Clauses" 
are special (fast decidable) cases of "redundant clauses," i.e., clauses which can be 
satisfiability equivalently added to or eliminated from a given clause set. For testing 
a clause-set F with variable disjoint 2-clauses we use blocked clauses to obtain new 
2-clauses in the following ways: 
(a) We choose the branching variable from a not-blocked 2-clause, because this 
has a greater impact on the clause-set (i.e., yields more new 2-clauses). 
(b) Blocked 2-clauses are "virtually" eliminated in the "br-Autarkness"-case of our 
algorithm, a generalization of  Autarkness, in order to establish the existence of 
the not-blocked 2-clause in (a). 
(c) Such blocked 3-clauses (without new variables) are added to F in some cases, 
which become 2-clauses after branching. 
9 Although this is only an "illusion," since the 2-clauses counted by z are not materially fixed, this picture 
is very helpful. 
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(d) In order to improve the efficiency of (c), in F all blocked 3-clauses are elimi- 
nated (before). 
(e) All possible blocked 2-clauses (without new variables) have been added to F 
(before), since they reveal better branching possibilities. 
A predecessor f the notion of "Blocked Clauses" is Purdom's "Complement Search" 
in [28]: In a more general context conditions for eliminating certain branches from 
the test tree are given, which correspond (for CNF) to the effect of addition of 
blocked clauses and subsequent 1-clause-eliminations (compare (c) and (e)). 
2. If a partial assignment tp creates only "few" new 2-clauses, i.e., N(~p,F) is "small," 
then with the concept of "Generalized Autarkness" we construct from ~0 a new 
branching, which, in case the old envisaged one (to which ~o belonged to) was not 
already "good", 10 is better than this old one. (Ordinary) "Autarkness" is just the 
special case where zero new 2-clauses are created. 
1.2.4. How new 2-clauses are taken into account 
The problem that a new 2-clause in general is not a new "z-clause" (because z is 
only an approximation of the total number of 2-clauses), and we do not know which 
clauses are taken into account and which are not, is overcome by a general method, 
tracing the new 2-clauses over the whole computation tree. 
The "distance function" d 3. We introduce the distance function d3(F,F t) (replacing 
An - Az 11 ), depending on a "level of approximation" k. Let p(F) denote the maximal 
number of occurrences of a variable in the 2-clauses of F. We distinguish two main 
cases: 
1. I f  in F the number of occurrences of variables in the 2-clauses is bounded by k 
(i.e., p(F)<,k), then d 3 allows to account new 2-clauses up to a fixed amount. 
2. Otherwise if p(F) > k, then only vanishin9 2-clauses are counted. (Motivated by the 
fact, that in this case "many" variables vanish because of 1-clause-eliminations: At 
least p(F)+ 2 together in both branches by testing a literal which realizes p(F).) 
The number of vanishing 2-clauses which are counted by d 3 is (in any case) bounded 
by a function of An and k, since d 3 considers only (maximal) sub-clause-sets P C F [2] 
of the set of 2-clauses o fF  with p(P)<~k 12 (plus a "reserve" for new 2-clauses). 
The main idea for the realization of d3: Consider the whole subsequent computa- 
tion. Consider a clause-set F with p(F)<<.k and one of its immediate successors F / in 
the computation tree. 
If  also p(FP)<<.k holds, then all new 2-clauses (arising at F / and new relative to F)  
are counted for this branch, since for p ~<k the above P contains all 2-clauses. 
Otherwise consider the first successor F* of F t in the computation tree with 
p(F*)<<.k. Because we did not count new 2-clauses at the intermediate points 
10 W.r.t. z(An), where An stands for the whole tuple of differences, each single difference corresponding 
to one branch of the branching we consider at this point. 
~1 d3(F,F ~) depends on F and F t in a more general way than being a difference of measure values for 
clause-sets. 
12 This generalizes the consideration of variable disjoint 2-clauses in [29] (there k = 1). 
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between F and F*, the number of new 2-clauses could not accumulate and at last at 
F* the number of new 2-clauses at F must have been taken into account! 13 
The framework for the realization of d 3. The framework for this more global at- 
tempt, compared to what can be achieved by using the ordinary methods of recursion 
equations, is given by the "z-lemma" which enables us to estimate the number of leaves 
in a tree with the help of an arbitrary distance function, i.e., a labeling of the edges 
of the tree by positive real numbers (using necessarily the original tree, not the one 
belonging to the (local) recursion equations). 
The calculation of the upper bound on the number of leaves consists in the calculation 
of the maximal z-value over all (inner) nodes of the tree, constituting the basis of the 
(exponential) bound, and in calculating the maximal sum of the distances over all paths 
of the tree, constituting the exponent of the bound. 
Every tree has (up to a positive factor) exactly one distance function such that the 
bound is exact. This optimal distance function is characterized by the condition that 
all z-values over inner nodes of the tree are equal, motivating our general strategy of 
balancing of different cases. 14 
Within this framework, the above idea, that new 2-clauses must eventually have 
been taken into account, could already be involved in the definition of d 3, and the 
main problem left is to bound the maximal sum of d3-values over all paths in the 
computation tree by a (reasonable) function of n. 
1.2.5. Controllin9 the number of vanishin 9 2-clauses 
Back to our problem of minimizing Az (from Section 1.2.2), we have the following 
principles to control the number of vanishin9 2-clauses: 
1. The "basic test" consists of the two branches [(l--~b)]F for bE{0,1} for some 
literal l, where [ ]F means the addition of all possible 1-clanse-eliminations. If 
in one branch b "many" 2-clauses are eliminated, then in at least one of the two 
branches b, b also "many" variables must have been eliminated, since if in branch b 
only "few" variables are eliminated, then one of the eliminated variables of branch 
b must occur "often" in the 2-clauses of F, and now, according to the special 
choice of l as a literal such that the sum of occurrences of I and 7 in the 2-clauses 
of F is maximal, 15 l or 7 itself occurs "often" in the 2-clauses of F with the 
consequence that in the other branch b "many" variables must disappear. The case of 
a symmetrical distribution of the number of disappearing variables on both branches 
is even more favorable (owing to a fundamental property of the z-function). 
13 If these new 2-clauses in fact vanished at an intermediate point, we distinguish three cases: If they 
vanished inside the respective P they already have been taken into account, but if they vanish outside of the 
respective P then either they arc replaced by new 2-clauses or their loss must be compensated with the help 
of a bigger An (for this case we need the boundedness of the number of new 2-clauses which are taken 
into account). 
14 Also it is necessary that all sums of distances along a path from the root to a leaf are the same. But 
this condition is, in our context, more or less "automatically" fulfilled. 
15 I.e., p is attained for I. 
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2. According to 1. the number of  vanishing 2-clauses is connected to the number of  
eliminated variables. However, the bound is quadratically, 16 and furthermore only 
holds for the whole branching, but not for one single branch. To control a single 
branch and to optimize the estimation we use the approximation mentioned above 
(choosing at the end k and the weight ~ optimal). 
1.2.6. Bringing together the different ideas 
In the algorithm as well as in the analysis we have to combine all the above ideas 
in an optimal way ("optimal" according to our knowledge of the shape of the "gen- 
eral clause-set"). This combination, achieved with the help of d 3, has to balance the 
mentioned cases: 
For variable disjoint 2-clauses mall An, but an increase in the number of  2-clauses, 
and in the case of  a multiple occurrence of a variable in the 2-clauses "big" An, but 
(in general) a decreasing number of  2-clauses. 
This job seems not to be straightforward, and some effort is necessary to obtain 
global tools (like d 3) for the proof of the upper bound which work in any case. 
Last, but not least, is should be mentioned that our decision algorithm also uses 
certain polynomial reductions which help us to get rid off some special ill-conditioned 
cases (establishing some "normal form"). 
1.2.7. Where the number 1.5044.. comes from 
Analogously to our analysis of  the bound 1.578.. n from [29], we give the two worst 
cases of  our algorithm and show how the bound is computed: 
1. Again, in the first "worst case" all 2-clauses have disjoint variables and for a spe- 
cially chosen 2-clause {l,x} C F one splits via (l ~ 0,x ~ 1), (l ~ 1). Our algorithm 
now achieves three new 2-clauses (in the "normal case") for both branches and thus 
we obtain the "cost" 
z( 2 +(  3 - 1 ).ct, 1 +(  3 - 1 ) .~)=z(2+2c~,  1+2c  0
for this branching, where .1, *2 and *3 are as before. 
2. Due to our (optimal) choice k=2 for the parameter k, in the second "worst 
case" a literal l occurs three (= k + 1) times in the 2-clauses of  F :{ l ,  xl}, {l, x2}, 
{l, x3} CF,  which is also the maximal number of  occurrences of  a variable in the 
2-clauses of F(p(F) = 3 ---- k + 1 ). For the branching 
((l--4 0,Xl "-+ 1,X2 ---+ 1,X3 ---4 1), (l -"~ 1)) 
16 We are only able to handle linear bounds, because we need a constant weight for the (approximation f 
the) number of 2-clauses in the combined measure. 
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we have 
(a) In branch (l ~ 0,x 1 ---+ 1,x2 ~ 1,x3 ----+ 1) at most nine (= (k + 1 )2) 2-clauses are 
eliminated, and since we consider only the elimination of 2-clauses from a (max- 
imal) set P of 2-clauses of F with p(P) ~< k = 2, only six (= (k + 1 ). k) of them 
are counted; 
(b) In branch (l ~ 1) three 2-clauses are eliminated, from which 2(= k) are counted. 
Thus for the second worst case we get the cost 
z(4 - 6~, 1 - 2~). 
The optimal value ~2,3,3 for ~ is the value where z(2 + 2~, 1 +2~)= z (4 -  6~, 1 -  2~) 
holds true. We obtain ~2,3,3 = 0.12393.. and the basis 
"c2,3,3 = "c(2 4- 2~1,2,1, 1 4- 2~1,2,1 ) = z(4 -- 6~1,2,1, 1 - 2~1,2,1 ) = 1.50443.. 
of the bound. 
1.3. Applications and further improvements 
The SAT algorithm presented in this paper has not yet been implemented. However, 
it seems to be more likely that the complete algorithm is of more theoretical interest, 
while practical applications may result from heuristic versions of the involved ideas 
(see [19]). 
That transformation of general formulas into 3-CNF indeed can be of practical im- 
portance has been demonstrated by the patent [31] and its commercializing. 17 
For a survey on SAT algorithms and applications ee [11]. 
I decided not to include the (relatively small) improvements of the bounds indicated 
by [30], since the effort seems to be disproportionate o me. See [20], where it is 
shown how to refine the algorithm of this paper to obtain the bound claimed in [30]. 
I believe that further progress, below the bound 1.49 n, is only possible when finding 
a general structure in these refinements. 
1.4. Outline of contents 
After introducing the basic notations in Section 2 we present the concept of "Blocked 
Clauses" in Section 3 and two generalizations of the "Autarkness Principle" in 
Section 4. 
The polynomial reductions used in our 3-SAT algorithm JV'3 are the subject of 
Section 5, while JV3 is presented in Section 6. 
The analysis of .A/~3 is the subject of Sections 7-13. The basis of our analysis is the 
"z-Lemma" 8.2 in Section 8, enabling us to calculate a bound on the number of leaves 
for any tree T, given a "distance function" d, an arbitrary labeling of the edges of T 
by positive real numbers. 
17 In essence the patent is claimed for the (standard) method of transforming arbitrary propositional formulas 
into 3-CNF, already mentioned in [32]! 
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The choice of the distance function for the "computation tree" ~x3(F0) is the subject 
of  Section 9. The first attempt is to use dO= An, the loss of  variables (used in [23, 25]). 
[29] used (implicitly) the improved distance function d l -  - Aml - -An-  c¢. Aza where 
zl is the maximal number of  variable-disjoint 2-clauses in the clause-set and c~ c •+ is 
a parameter to be chosen optimally. 
In Section 9.2 we generalize zl to zk for k c N0 tA {+e~}, where zk(F) is the maximal 
size of a set of 2-clauses of F such that every variable occurs at most k times: 
zk(F) := max{ IP[ : P F [21 A p(P) ~k  }, 
where p(P)= maxv~ vat(p)[{C E P : v E C V ~ E C}[ is the maximal number of  occur- 
rences of  a variable in the 2-clauses of F. 
Although d 2 = An - ~. Azk is already an improvement over d 1 = An - ~. AZl, since 
we can optimize k, 18 it is not the end of the story, because zk counts only certain 
2-clauses and thus new 2-clauses may not increase An - ~. Azk. 
A solution for this problem is given in Subsection 9.3, where we introduce the 
distance function d 3 for W~v~3(F0). By using "budgets," d 3 admits to credit an in- 
crease in the number of  2-clauses for sure, but only to a certain amount, allow- 
ing on the other side to restrict the negative effect of a decreasin9 number of 2- 
clauses. 
Of central importance for the application of  d 3, in order to obtain a bound in the 
input parameter n(F0), is that the maximal sum of d3-values over all paths in ~(F0)  
is reasonably connected to n(F0), which is treated in Section 10. 
The special (optimal) values for the parameters of  d 3 (the size of the "budgets," 
the "level of approximation" for the 2-clauses, and their "weight") are determined in 
Section 11. Eventually the final estimations of the r-values with respect to the dis- 
tance function d are done in Sections 12 and 13, containing most of  the combinatorial 
properties of  JV3. 
In the "Final Remarks" we discuss the following topics: 
- the connection of the addition of blocked clauses with "Extended Resolution"; 
- some further results on our (general) method for estimating the size of trees; 
- the general (time) complexity of  SAT-decision (presenting the other known bound 
for SAT decision, and recognizing the complexity of "(3,2)-SSS" (a generalization 
of  3-coloring, see [1,2]) as a 3-SAT complexity with respect o a special measure- 
ment of  formula complexity (namely the number of 3-clauses)); 
- and at last, we combine the 3-SAT-decision algorithm JV~ with the SAT-decision 
algorithm from [22] realizing the upper bound 21/1°'~ for the number • of literal 
occurrences, and improve the bound 1.5045 n for all 3-clause-sets F for which the 
average number ?/n of occurrences of  literals is less than 5.9. 
18 In [23, 25] k = 0 was optimal, in [29] k = 1 and here k = 2. 
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2. Notations 
2.1. The "language" 
Let ~/'~1 be a non-empty set (of "variables") and M' J~'-  := "/&J ~ {F : v c ~¢} the 
set of literals. Let i denote the complement and Vat(l) c ~//'s¢ the underlying variable 
of l E ~J~-- .  For L C_ 5F~cY- we use L :={ I  : l C L} and Vat(L) := {Var(l) : lCL}. 
A clause is a finite and complement-free set of literals, the set of all clauses is 
denoted by ~e := {C C_ ~o¢~-- : C finite A C n C = 0}. 
qf&°S¢ := {F C_ cgSa :F  finite} is the set of all clause-sets. We use L i t (F)  := UC~F C 
and Vat(F)  := UC~F Var(C) for F E cg~Se. 
A special clause is the empty clause _1_ ( l  := 0 c cgAe) and a special clause-set is 
the empty clause-set -l- (T  := 0 c cg~Se). 
A p-clause C is a clause of length p ~ No: ICI = p, while a -~<p-clause is a clause 
of length at most p. 
For F ~ cg~Sa, i,j ~ 7/ let F [i,j] := {C ~ F : i ~< I CI -%<j} denote the sub-clause-set of 
F of all clauses with length between i and j ;  F [i] :=F  [i,i]. For p~ 77 let p-Cff~,q°St' := 
{F ~ ~&°Se :F = F [°, P] } denote the set of all p-clause-sets. 
For l E L~o¢~- and F ~ c~L~'5~ we define #t(F) as the number of occurrences of l in 
F : #I(F) := l{ C ~ F : l ~ C}I, and #~(F) := #I(F F]) as the number of occurrences of l in 
the/-clauses of F, while f (F) := y ' ]~¢-#~(F)= ~ oo t~e~ ~--]i=~ #~(F) is the number 
of literal occurrences in F at all. 
And by n(F) := IVar(F)[ we denote the number of variables in F. 
2.2. The "semantics" 
A partial assignment is a mapping ~p : L ~ {0, 1} (L = dom(cp)) with L C_ ~ J3 -  and 
Z = L (L is closed under complement) such that q~ preserves complements: 
Vl~L:~o(7)=q~(l) (0= 1,]-=0).  
The set of all partial assignments i ~,~¢6~9 °. 
We write "¢p(l) . . . .  " iff l Cdom(~p). For ¢pE~d6Q6 a we define: Var(cp):= 
Var(dom(cp)), and n(cp):= IVar(q~)l. 
We extend ~p to clauses and clause-sets in the natural way (~p E ~¢6e6 e, C c cg~, 
F C ~,~,9°): 
0 if VI E C : ~p(l) = 0, 
~o(C) := 1 if 3l c C : ~p(l) = 1, 
undefined else; 
0 if 3CEF :  q~(C) = 0, 
q~(F) := 1 if VC c F : q~(C) = 1, 
undefined else; 
5 t~- -  := {F Ecg~5 ° :3q~E ~'dSPS°: ~o(F)= 1} (trivially T E 5e~J  -, {J_} E cg~°SP\ 
~dg-). 
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The equivalence relation corresponding to the partition {Aerie--, cgo~e6P\Se~¢3--} is the 
sat Ft satisfiability equivalence: F =_ iff either F and F t are both satisfiable or both 
unsatisfiable. 
For the purpose of  defining special partial assignments (as sets of  ordered pairs) we 
use for literal s l l , . . . ,  ls E ~ J~ ' -  and truth values el , . . . ,  es E {0, 1}: 
(h ---~1 . . . . .  ls---+ns) : :  {( l i ,  e i ) , ( l i ,~ i )  : 1 <<,i <<,s}. 
2.3. Substituting truth values for variables in clause-sets 
We substitute truth values for variables in clauses C E cg~ and clause-sets F E cg~Se 
via partial assignments ~o E ~¢SeSe:  
q~,C :=C\~o- l ({0})  for q~(C)¢ l ;  
q~,F := {q),C :C EF  and q) (C)¢ l} .  
q~,F emerges from F by eliminating all clauses which become true via q~ and elimi- 
nating all remaining literals which become false via ¢p. 
The basic properties are: q),FEC~Se5 e, ~o(F)=l  ¢:> q) ,F=T and q)(F)=O ¢* 
± E ~o,F. 
For the purpose of SAT-decision we have for a literal l E 5~JY:  
F E 5PdJ  - ¢* ((l ~ 0) , F  E 5Pal3- or (l ~ 1) , F  E 5~dJ-). 
The use of  the notation "q) ,F"  reflects that here two objects are involved: the clause- 
set F and the partial assignment ~0, indicating that certain calculation are done with cp 
itself. The sign " , "  is chosen analogously to the notation of  scalar multiplication in 
Linear Algebra (the semi-group ~ '5~5 e acts on the set cgL~aSe as a semi-module). 
2.4. Abbreviations 
We use "w. r. t." for "with respect o," "s. t." for "such that" and "w. l.o.g." for "with- 
out loss of  generality." 
3. Blocked clauses 
A new concept is the concept of a "Blocked Clause" w.r.t, a given clause-set. 19 
A blocked clause is a special (fastly recognizable) case of a "redundant clause", that 
means a clause which can be sat-equivalently eliminated from or adjoined to the given 
clause-set. 
The effects of  blocked clauses are 
1. Eliminating blocked clauses (generalization of  the elimination of  pure literals) causes 
that the remaining clauses are "stronger linked to each other." 
19 A predecessor is [28], where the concept has been formulated in terms of eliminating branches in 
DPLL-algorithms under certain circumstances. 
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2. Addition of blocked clauses (without new variables) eliminates ome branches from 
the search-tree (or computation tree), and may also increase our measure for the 
number of 2-clauses. 
Since addition of blocked clauses generalizes the Extension Rule of [32], it is also 
helpful in analyzing Extended Resolution (see [9, 18, 21]). In Section 14.1 we discuss 
this relationship a bit closer. 
Defini t ion 3.1. A clause CEC~Se is called blocked for IE 5f._~J- w.r.t. FE~6P iff 
I EC  holds and for all CEF we have CNC'¢{ I} .  
A clause C is called blocked w.r.t. F iff there is a literal l such that C is blocked 
for l w.r . t .F.  
C is blocked for l E C w.r.t. F iff every clause of F either does not contain 7 
or additionally contains another complementary literal (i.e., its resolvent with C is 
tautological). 
C is not blocked w.r.t. F iff for all l E C there is C I E F with C N ~7__ {l}. 
Lemma 3.1 (Blocking-Lemma). For F E (~=LPSe and C E ~Ze blocked w.r.t. F we have: 
sat sat 
F U {C} = F = F\{C}. 
sat 
Proof. It is enough to show F -- F \{C} for C EF. The direction F E 5~dJ -~ 
F \{C} E 5P~g - is obvious. 
Consider goE~dSP5 p with go(F \{C})=I .  W.l.o.g.: Var(go)=Var(F U {C}). I f  
go(C) = 1 then immediately also go(F)= 1. Otherwise, let C be blocked for 1 w.r . t .F.  
We define go1 by flipping the value of l: 
go' := (go\( l -+ 0)) U (l ~ 1). 
Now got(F) = 1 holds because on the one hand we have got(l) = 1 :=> go/(C) = 1, and on 
the other hand go I (C)= 1 holds for C / EF \{C} due to: 
- if T~ C ,  then go I (C)= 1 (because of the definition of go/ and go(C)= 1); 
- if l E C I then there is another a E C\{I} with ~ E C / (because of the blocking con- 
dition) and by go/ (a)=go(a)=0 we have gol(CI)= 1 as well. [] 
We conclude this section by introducing special notions for blocked clauses without 
new variables: 
Definit ion 3.2. For F E ~£P  and l E A'~J~--: 
B(F)  :={C E (£A ° : Var(C) C_ Var(F) A C blocked w.r.t. F} 
BI(F) :={C E B(F ) :C  blocked for l w.r.t. F}. 
By iterating Lemma 3.1 we easily obtain 
sat 
Lemma 3.2. For F E cgAa~ and l E .~qLcJ - we have." F :- F U Bt(F). 
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4. Generalizations of the Autarkness principle 
4.1. Basic Autarkness 
The key observation (with trivial proof) leading to the first non-trivial bound 
"1.618.. n'' for 3-SAT-decision in [25] (also [24]), called "Autarkness Principle," is 
the (easy) statement that when applying a partial assignment to a 3-clause-set F ei- 
ther a new <. 2-clause is created, or the resulting clause-set is sat-equivalent to F (see 
Lemma 4.1 ). 
Independently, this upper bound has been obtained also in [23] using a weaker form 
of  Autarkness: In the process of  testing there is either a <.2-clause at all in the current 
3-clause-set F (resulting from the original input Finput by a series of  applications of  
partial assignments), or F is sat-equivalent to Finput. 20 
The new <<. 2-clause guaranteed by the Autarkness Principle in fact is firstly employed 
in [29] for the improved upper bound "l.578..n(F°). ' ' We will strengthen the creation of  
at least one new 2-clause both qualitatively (more from the new 2-clause is known) and 
quantitatively (more than one new 2-clause is created). We start with a reformulation 
of  the Autarkness Principle from [25]. 
Definition 4.1. A partial assignment p E ~dre5  ~ is called autark for a clause-set 
F E cgL~5 e iff ~o,F CF  holds (i.e., ~o makes all clauses come true which are affected 
by it 21 ). 
Lemma 4.1 ("Autarkness-Lemma", el. [25]). Consider a partial assignment q9 E 
~ducreSP and a clause-set F E cg&PSe. 
1. Autark assignments can be applied sat-equivalently: 
sat 
~p autark for  F~F - qg,F. 
2. A partial assignment is autark for  a p-clause-set iff it does not create a new clause 
(which must be of  length at most p-  1): 
F E p-C~Se :=~ (q~ autark ¢~ (q~,F)t°'p-1]\F = 0). 
The lemma is used as follows for SAT decision: 
In each projected branching (tpo . . . . .  ~0m) for a clause-set F 22 we search whether 
there exists (Pio which is autark for F - in this case we do not have to branch but can 
immediately reduce F to ~oi0 ,F .  
Otherwise we know that in every branch there must be a new clause (which in case 
of  F E p-Cg~ere must be of  length ~< p - 1 ). 23 
20 See the discussion of differences between [23] and [25] in [22]. 
21 More precisely: VC E F : q~(C) ~ 1 =~ ~o • C E F. 
22 I.e., F is divided into the subproblems tp0 ,F, . . . ,  q)m *F. 
23 For 3-SAT decision in this way the bound 1.618.. n = ~(2, 1 )n (see Definition 8.3) is established, improv- 
ing the trivial bound 1.839..n =z(3, 2,1) n for 3-SAT-decision (which is still the best known for counting 
satisfying assignments). 
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We generalize Lemma 4.1 in two directions: 
- We want to guarantee not only the existence of an arbitrary (new) ~< 2-clause but 
of  a not blocked (new) ~<2-clause, and this not only in ~o,F but in the reduced 
r(~o*F) (see Section 4.2). 
- We want to have an (effective) way to react not only in the case there are zero new 
2-clauses but for an arbitrary number of new ~< 2-clauses (see Section 4.3). 24 
Lemma 4.2. The basic observations for  "Autarkness" (with trivial proofs) 
1. For F, F ~ E cgSaow with F ~ C_ F the implication F E 5a~cJ - ~ F I E 5a~CJ - holds. 
2. For F E cg~Sf and qg E ~¢6¢5 ~ the implication ¢p,F E 5P~c~--=~F E 6a~¢~ -- holds. 
4.2. Br-Autarkness 
For a convenient handling of  the different forms of autarkness the following notions 
for new clauses are useful. 
Def in i t ion  4.2. For r:Cg£~°5 a--~ <g~5 e, ~OE ~,~'6e6 e and F E C~6 p we denote by 
Nr(q~, F)  the set of new clauses created by applying first q~ and then r, and by N,~(~, F)  
those new clauses which are not blocked: 
N,(q~,F) :=r(~o,F)\F,  
N~(q~, F)  :=N~(~0, F)\B(r(qg*F)) .  
In case of  omitted r or q~ we use the "neutral elements" instead, that is id~e~e for r 
and 0 (the empty assignment) for ~o. 
Since the following easy observations are often used, we explicitly state them: 
Lemma 4.3. Consider cp E ~d6¢6¢ and F E cg~Sa. 
1. q9 autark for  F ¢~N(<p,F)=0.  
2. In case of  FE  p-cg~5 e we have for  any r fulfilling VGE p-<gZ, eSf :Nr(G)E 
(p  - 1 ) -~e~ 
Nr( ~o,F) ---- (r( ~p* F )  )[°'P-U\F. 
Lemma 4.4 (Br-Autarkness). For r : cg~,6~ __, cg.Lp~a fulfilling V F E (g.L~q ~: r( F ) sat - -F ,  
and for  ~o E ~dSP5 a, F E <g5~5 a we have 
sat sat 
N~(q~,F)=O ~ q~*F=--F (= r(q~*F)). 
( I f  after application of  a partial assignment and reductions all new clauses are 
blocked, then the reduced clause-set is sat-equivalent to the original one. ) 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.2 and 3.1. [] 
24 Naturally, we then have to branch and the branching is the worse the bigger the number of new 2-clauses i . 
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4.3. Generalized Autarkness 
Consider for F E c£&°Se and q~ E ~¢5e5 e the set N(qg, F) of new clauses. The basic 
observation is just that for such ~ E ~d5~5 e for which all new clauses vanish, i.e., 
ff(N(cp, F ) )= 1 holds, q~ becomes autark for ~k,F! 
Thus we can build a new "Autarkness-branching" by testing all variables in N(~o,F) 
via a complete branching (~l . . . . .  ffp) and adjoining ¢p to those ~9i with ~ki(N(q~,F))= 1. 
Basic Autarkness is the special case with N(q~,F)--13, where the "Autarkness- 
branching" degenerates to a single branch: p = 1, ¢1 = 13. 
Lemma 4.5. For F E cg~Se and compatible ~o, ~k E ~dSe5 e25 the following holds: 
1. N(~o, ~k,F)C_ ~,N(~o,F). 
2. ~(N(q~,F))= 1 ~ q~ is autarkfor t~*F. 
Proof. Part 1 is an easy exercise (note that ¢p * (~b • F )  = (4) U ~O) * F = ff * (~o • F)) ,  and 
part 2 follows from part 1. [] 
For later use we state explicitly in the next lemma the conclusion from part 2 and 
Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume a clause-set F E cgSfS¢ and partial assignments ~o, ~ E ~dSa5 ¢
are given fulfilling Var(O)C_ Var(N) and O(N(q~,F))= 1. Then the assignment ~ is 
extended sat-equivalently b  ~o." O , F sat - (~O U ~o)*F. [] 
5. Polynomial reductions 
In this section we introduce the polynomial reductions used in our 3-SAT-algorithm 
JV'3. 
sat 
As usual a reduction is a subset of  the satisfiability equivalence - (called "correct- 
ness" of  the reduction). All reductions we use can be seen as special combinations of  
the following building blocks: 
• elimination of subsumed clauses; 
• addition/elimination f resolvents; 
• addition/elimination f blocked clauses; 
• application of  br-autarkness for special partial assignments. 
We combine our (nine) reductions by the "reduction operator" r : 3-cg5¢5 g --~ 3-cg~5 g 
(see Definition 5.3), whose relevant properties are stated in Lemma 5.1. 
5.1. The elementary reductions, combined by ro 
We start with the (eight) elementary reductions for F E 3-~qSe: 
25 That is: ~o[(Var(~o) n Var(O)) = ~gl(Var(~o ) A Var(~,)). 
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1. F ~ ( l~  1)*F (Elimination of a variable) 
for l E Lit (F) and one of 
(a) "l-clause-elimination": {l} E F[1]; 
(b) "resolution with subsequent one-clause-elimination": { l, x}, { l, ~} E #21; 
(c) "pure literals": 7 ~ Lit (F). 
2. F ~ (F \{C})U {C\{I}} (Elimination of a literal occurrence) 
for l E C E F [31 and 3 C' E F [7 E C' A C'\{7} C_ C\{I} ] 
("Resolution with subsequent subsnmption of one parent clause"). 
3. F--* F U {{a,b}} (Addition of a clause) 
for {a,b} E B(F)[2]\F ("Addition of blocked 2-clauses"). 
4. F--* F\{C} (Elimination of a clause) 
for C E F [31 and one of 
(a) "Subsumption": 3 C' E F [ C' C C ]; 
(b) "Resolution with subsequent subsumption of one not-parent clause": 
3C',C" EF\{C},IEC' [C'MC'-~={I} A(C'\{I})U(C"\{7})C_C]; 
(c) "Blocked clauses": C E B(F). 
Correctness of Reductions l(a), l(c) and 4(a) is obvious, for Reductions 3 and 
4(c) use Lemma 3.1, and correctness of Reductions l(b), 2 and 4(b) follows from the 
correctness of Resolution, that means that {C, C'} ~ (C\{I}) U (C'\{I}) holds for 
clauses C, C ~ E ogle° with CNC ~ = {l} (i.e., C and C ~ have (exactly) one complementary 
literal l in common). 
Note that only by reductions of group 1 a 2-clause can vanish (and these reductions 
eliminate at least one variable), and none of the reductions from 1 - 4 create a new 
3-clause or a new variable. 
Definition 5.1. Let r0:3-cg&°b°--+3-cff~SP be polynomially computable s.t. ro(F) 
emerges from F by successive applications of the eight reductions above (chosen ac- 
cordingly to their above ordering) and none of these reductions is applicable to ro(F). 
Obviously there are such r0's (Reduction 3 does not cause problems since for n 
variables there are at most 4(~) 2-clauses at all). 
An useful notation for partial assignments go E ~d~6 p and F E c~&o~ is the "•- 
clause-closure" [~P]e of go w.r.t. F, computed (polynomially) by successively extending 
go by possible 1-clause-eliminations: 
Definition 5.2. For F E ~Ag~ and go E ~d6aS, a we define [go]r as the result of the 
following procedure: 
[go]F :=  go; 
WHILE (± @ [go]F*F A ([go]F,F) Ill • ~) DO 
choose {l} E ([go]F*F)B]; 
[go]F := [go]F u <l --, 1> 
END WHILE. 
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In case of _L ~ [q~]F , F  the assignment [(P]F is well-defined and does not depend on 
the order of choices in Definition. 5.2. We have the following properties: 
sat 
[q)]FE~dSgSP; q~C[tp]F; [qO]F,F=_q)*F; ([(p]F*F)[1]=~ or ZE[q~]F*F. 
5.2. "One-step look-ahead" for ro, and the reduction operator 
The last reduction is as follows: 
5. F --+ ro((l --+ 1) *(F U E)) 
and a clause-set E with either E= 0 or E =BD](F) fulfilling for literal l a 6 Lit(F)  
N]o((l --* 11, F U E) --- O. 
sat 
By Lemma 3.2 we have F -~ F U E, and thus correctness of Reduction 5 follows by 
Lemma 4.4 about br-autarkness. 
Definition 5.3. Let r :3 -~q~- - -~3-c~ be polynomially computable s.t. r(F) 
emerges from F by successive applications of r0 and Reduction 5 (r0 with priority), 
and none of the nine reductions from 1 - 5 is applicable to r(F). 
The set of reduced 3-clause-sets we denote by 
3_cg~S,°r := r(a-¢K2,ere)\{ {±}}. 
(It is convenient for further use to exclude the empty clause here.) 
What is the purpose of reduction 5?. In our proof of the upper bound 1.5044.. n for 
JV3 we have to consider the following situation: 
Suppose that in JV3 for input F0 E 3-c~arPr, for any partial assignment ~o part 
sat 
of a branching envisaged by ~A;3, and any modified version F = F0 of F0 used 
in X3, the case N~(q~,F)=0 occurs. 
By br-Autarkness now F0 can be reduced to r(q).F). 
However, in r(q~*F) possibly there is now no not-blocked 2-clause at all, which 
"normally" would be used for branching at r(q~*F), and so we demand n(r(q)*F))<. 
n (F ) -  2 as compensation. 
This loss of variables yet is established by Reduction 5, since Reduction 5 covers all 
cases where only one variable is eliminated (see part 5 of Lemma 5.1). The extension 
E in Reduction 5 thereby captures the (relevant) modification of F0 to F. 
5.3. Properties of r 
What we need for r is collected in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. For F E 3-cg.~q'5 P the following holds: 
1. r(F) sat F, r(r(F))= r(F), r(F) is polynomially computable in E(F)= ~c  cF [C[. 
2. r(F) is obtained from F by a series of the following operations: 
- application of a partial assignment; 
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- deletion of a literal-occurrence in a 3-clause; 
- addition of 2-clause (without new variables); 
- elimination of a 3-clause. 
3. Basic relations between r(F) and F: 
(a) r(F) E 3-c~qa5~; 
(b) Var(r(F))_C Var(F) (no new variables are introduced); 
(c) (r(F)) [3] C_F [3] (no new 3-clauses are created); 
(d) F [°,2] ~ (r(F)) [°,21 =~ Var(r(F))C Var(F) (elimination of a ~ 2-clause is always 
accompanied by elimination of a variable); 
(e) _1_ c F ~ r(F) --- {_1_}. 
4. For F E 3-c~5¢r we have: 
(a) F # T =~ n(F) >>, 3 (F ~ T contains at least three variables); 
(b) Ft0,~l =9 (F consists only of 2- and 3-clauses); 
(c) ({l,a}, {l,b}~Ft21, { l ,a}¢{ l ,b})  ~ Var(a)#Var(b) (if two 2-clauses 
have a common literal then the other literals in these clauses have distinct 
variables); 
(d) Lit (F )= Lit (F) (if a literal is in F, then also its complement); 
(e) {l, a, b} E F [31 ~ {l}, {L a}, {2, b}, {7, a, b} ~ F (after elimination of complemen- 
tary literal-pairs there are no subsumed clauses); 
(f) (i) Va, bELit (F) ,  a#b : VC E F [aE C ~bE C]~ {~,b} E F [2] (if a literal 
a is always accompanied by the literal b, then the 2-clause {~,b} is in F); 
(ii) #t(F) = 1/X l E C E F ~ #~(F)/> I CI - 1 ( i f  a literal occurs only once (in 
a 2-~3-clause), then its complement occurs in some 2-clauses (at least 
once/twice)); 
(g) {x,y,z} EFt31 ~ {x,y}, {x,z}, {y,z} f~F (there are no subsumed clauses); 
(h) (l E C1 EF, ]E C2 EF)  ~ (C1\{l}) U (C2\{]})~F [31 (no 3-clause is a resol- 
vent of clauses in F); 
(i) V C E F [3] V l E C ~ C' E F : C f3 ~-7 = {l} (for every 3-clause and every literal l 
in it there is a clause in F containin9 l, but no other complementary literals). 
5. For a (reduced) 3-clause-set F E 3-cg~q~5°r, a literal l, a partial assignment q)E 
~sC6eb ° with O#Var(q~)_CVar(F), and for E with either E=O or E=B~](F), 
where (p(l)= 1 is assumed, we have 
N~(q~, F U E )=~n(r (q~*(F  U E)))<~n(F) - 2 (if in r(q~.(F U E)) all new 
clauses are blocked, then r(qg.(F U E)) must have at least two variables less 
than F). 
6. I f  there are clauses {~,b} EF  [2] and {2,b,~} EF [3], then {~,~} E r(F) or {b,?} E 
r(F) or Var(r(F))C Var(F) must hold. 
7. For q~E~S¢5 a we have: l Er(qg*F)Mr([cp]r*F)orr(cp*F)=r([q~]F.F). 
Proof. Part 1 we have already discussed. Part 2 follows immediately from the defi- 
nition of r. Part 3 follows from part 2. For 4(a) note that F with 0<n(F)~<2 could 
be reduced using the reductions of group 1 and 5. Properties 4(b) - 4(i) follow from 
the definitions of Reductions 1-4 in the same order ("_1_ q~ F"  in part 4(b) follows by 
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Subsumption and the definition of -3-~'a~SPr, and part 4(f)ii is an immediate conse- 
quence of 4(f)i). 
Part 5: Assume n(r(q)* (FUE)) )=n(F) -  1. Thus n(q~)= 1 and Reduction 5 had 
not been applied: r (q~ * (F U E )) = r0 (q~ * (F U E)) - but now in case Nr ~( q~, F U E) = 0 
we could apply Reduction 5 to F contradicting F E 3-cg~O°~. 
Part 6: Assume Var(r(F))=Var(F). Thus no reduction of group 1 has been ap- 
plied to F and hence, according to the ordering of reductions, Reduction 2 must 
have been applied to {~,b,~} (because of {~,b}EF). If the literal ~ of {~,b,~} 
would have been eliminated then thereafter Reduction l(b) could have been applied 
yielding a contradiction. So one of the literals b,P must have been eliminated from 
Part 7: 1-clause-elimination is the first reduction in the ordering and is confluent 
except of the different ways to produce _1_. [] 
6. The algorithm 
In this section we present he 3-SAT decision algorithm sff3, explain its main fea- 
tures, and prove its correctness. 
6.1. The overall structure of sff3 
The recursive procedure 
Y3 : 3-(e e r {0, l} 
is specified by sV3(F0) = 1 ¢* Fo E 6edJ  - for inputs F0 E 3-~e~r. 





For 0 E o~¢5e2, a we denote by I (~) := dom(~) the index set of qb, and for i E I(q3) 
we use q3 i := O(i). 
The very topmost perspective on sff3 is that it consists of three (structured) instruc- 
tions: 
1. If F = T, then output "satisfiable". 
2. Otherwise compute a "branching" (~,F)  for input F0, where F is a variant of F0, 
and (b the list of "test assignments". 
3. Then branching by 0 (on F)  is performed. 
PROCEDURE JiP3(F0 E 3-cgA°~9°~): {0, 1}; 
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VARIABLES 
F E 3-cg~5°; 
BEGIN 
(1) I FF=T THEN 
RETURN dV3 (Fo) :---- 1; 
(2) (c~,F) := branching(Fo); 
(3) IF I (~)--O THEN 
(3a) RETURN M/'3(Fo) := 0 
ELSE 
(3b) RETURN JV3(Fo) := maxiei(0) X3(r(q3i * F))  
END IF 
END JV3; 
~A:3 uses the function 
branching : 3-c~AaAe~\ { T} ~ o~d5:5 :  x 3-cg~q~5: 
which must fulfill the following correctness conditions (C1)-(C3) for any FoE 
3-cg~eSe~ (using branching(Fo) =: (~b,F)): 
(C1) V i E I(~b) : 0 ~ Var(@) c_ Var(F) = Var(F0) 
(C2) F0 E S#d~-- ¢¢, 3 i E I(~b) : ~b i • F E 5:~¢~-- 
(C3) Vi E I(q3) : A_ ¢ r(~o i • F). 
(C1) ensures the termination of JV3, (C2) the correctness of the result, and (C3) the 
input condition "F0 E 3-qfL~aS:/' for 3(b). 
The function "branching" considers three cases for F0, depending on p(Fo), the max- 
imal number of occurrences of a variable in the 2-clauses of Fo: 
Definition 6.2. For F E 3-c~L, eA:: p(F) := maxv~d(#~2(F) + ~(F) ) .  
PROCEDURE branching(Fo E 3-<g~9°S:~\{T}) : ~¢5:5 :  x 3-~5: ;  
BEGIN 
IF p(Fo) >i 2 THEN 
RETURN branching(Fo ) := (branchingA(Fo), Fo) 
ELSE IF F[o2I\B(Fo) # 0 THEN 
RETURN branching(Fo) := branchingB(Fo) 
ELSE 
RETURN branching(Fo ) :-- (branching C(Fo), Fo ) 
END IF 
END branching; 
The three cases (A)-(C) in words: 
(A): Some variable occurs at least twice in the 2-clauses of Fo. 
(B): The 2-clauses ofF0 are variable-disjoint, and at least one of them is not blocked. 
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(C): The 2-clauses of F0 are variable-disjoint, and every 2-clause is blocked (including 
the case that there is no 2-clause at all). 
Before presenting in Sections 6.3-6.5 the functions 
branchingA, branching C : 3-cg&°6P~ \ {T } ~ ~¢5e6 e 
branchingB : 3-cgSaSa~\{q - } ~ ~~d6eSP x 3-~L, e5 a, 
we give in the subsequent subsection a frequently used auxiliary procedure for evalu- 
ating families of partial assignments. 
6.2. Evaluating families of partial assignments with respect o cases of immediate 
decision or autarkness 
The function 
eval : ~-~d6e5 P x 3-<g~5 a ~ ~d5~5 e 
performs the following task on input (~b,F): 
Each q3 i is replaced by [@]F. Then branches creating _1_ are eliminated, and 
if there is a branch where basic autarkness or br-autarkness occurs, only 
such a branch is left. 
Definition 6.3. For ~ E o~d6P6 ~ and F E 3 -~e6e we define: 
lt(~, F) := {i E/(~b): ± ~ r([(OilF * F)} 
A(~, F ) :=  {i EIt((o,F): N([(Oi]F,F) = 0 V Ntr([~Oi]F,F) = 0} 
([~gi]F)iEP(@F) if A(~,F)=O 
eval(~, F) 
([~ga]F)iE{a } for some a E A(~b,F) else. 
The properties of "eval" we need in the sequel are listed in the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.1. For F E <g~6¢ and (o E ~stS f6e  we have (using (o ~ := eval(~b,F)): 
1. "~b ~ is as good as ~ with respect o satisfiability": 
3i E I((p)[@ * F E 5PsCJ -] ,~ 3i E I(~b')[~bl * F E 5PdJ-]. 
2. I((o') C_ I(~), and for each i E I((o') we have (o~ = [(Oi]F and r (~ * F) E 3-cg~eS¢. 
3. In case of ]I(~b~)l ~>2 neither basic autarkness nor br-autarkness can be applied 
to any branch: 
Vi EI(~b'): N((~,F)#O A N~(~,F)~O.  
4. I f  there is iEI((~') with N~(~b',F)=O, then we have I (~b')={i}.  Assume that 
additionally the following assumption is fulfilled: 
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There is Fo E 3-~SVr,  a literal l E Lit (F0) with ~(  l) = 1, 
and E with either E = 0 or E = BT(F0), such that 
F =FoUE.  
Then we know n( r (~ • F))<~n(F) - 2. 
Proof. Parts 2 and 3 follow by Definition 6.3. Part 1 is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 4.4, and for part 4 use Lemma 5.1, part 5. [] 
6.3. Case A: Multiple occurrences o f  a variable in the 2-clauses 
The main features of the handling of case (A) are: 
• Branching on a variable occurring maximally often (and in the most symmetrical 
way) in the 2-clauses of F0. 
• Applying Generalized Autarkness to branches creating only one new clauses (but 
only in cases where we are sure to obtain a "good" branching). 
PROCEDURE branchingA(F0 E 3-cg-LaSar \{T})  : o~dSeSe;  
VARIABLES 
l E £~oj~--; 
~b E ~5PSP;  
q~ E ~dA~AP; 
BEGIN 
(1) l :---- branchLitA(Fo); 
(2) I (0 ) :={0,1};  ~bo:= (l---~O); (~1 := (l---~ 1); 
~b := eval(~b, Fo); 
IF II(~)1 ~ 1 THEN 
RETURN branchingA(Fo) := ~; 
(3) IF 3i E {0, 1}: [N((oi,Fo) I = 1 A n(~i)>~2 A (n(q3o) - 1). (n((~l) -- 1)~< 1 THEN 
(3a) choose such i; 
RETURN branchingA(F0) := GenAut(~bi, F0) 
ELSE 
(3b) RETURN branchingA(F0) := ~b 
END branchingA; 
The algorithm in words: In (1) the branching literal l is selected, using 
branchLitA :3-cgL, eSa\{T} ---, ,Sed~-, 
and the corresponding binary branching ~b is evaluated in (2). 
Then in case there is ~b i creating only one new clause, with n(q}i) "big enough" 
and the whole branching ~b not already "a very good one", in (3a) the "Generalized 
Autarkness Branching", based on ~b i and given by 
GenAut : ~z~CSe5 v x 3-cg.,q'5 e ~ ~dSe5~,  
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is computed and used as output of "branchingA". (See Section 8.3 for a motivation of 
the condition in (3).) 
Otherwise q3 itself is the result in (3b). 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that the function "GenAut" terminates, and its result fulfills 
correctness conditions (C1)-(C3) from Section 6.1 with F=Fo and (9= 
GenAut(cp, Fo) (as it will be shown in Lemma 6.3). Then (C1)-(C3) are valid also 
for the output of"branchingA" (with F=Fo).  
6.3.1. The branching rule 
In case (A) we choose as branching variable a variable occurring maximally often 
in the 2-clauses of F0, and in case there is more than one of this kind we balance the 
numbers #2(F0) and #2(Fo) of occurrences in both signs. 
For standardization we actually use a branching literal requiring additionally that l 
(itself) occurs at least once in the 2-clauses of F0. 
PROCEDURE branchLitA(Fo E 3-cgS°SeA{T}) : ~J~--; 
BEGIN 
L := {l E Lit (F) :(#2 + #~)(Fo) = p(Fo)/X #2(Fo) ~> 1}; 
choose l E L with maximal min(#~ (Fo), #2 (Fo)); 
RETURN branchLitA(Fo) := l 
END branchLitA; 
6.3.2. The "Generalized Autarkness branching" 
The function "GenAut" is defined on inputs (tp, Fo)E ~dSa5 e x 3-cgSa5 e fulfilling 
(GA)I: N(~p, Fo) = N(qL Fo) [2]/x IN(~o, Fo)I = 1. 
According to the idea of "Generalized Autarkness" 
"test he variables in N(~o, Fo) and extend those branches by ~o which satisfy 
N ( q),Fo )" 
the "Generalized Autarkness branching" is computed. The construction is iterated if in 
this way n(~o) increases. 
PROCEDURE GenAut(q9 E ~dSaSa, Fo E 3-(gL, e5 p) : ~-~dS~Se; 
VARIABLES 
~b E o~dSeSe; 
a, b E ~J~--; 
BEGIN 
(1) LET U(q~,Fo) = {{a,b}}; 
(2) I(~b):= {0, 1,2}; 
(Po :=  (a --+ 0, b ~ 0); ¢Pl :=  (a --* 0, b --~ 1) U ¢p; ~b 2:= (a ~ 1) U ~p; 
~b := eval(~b, Fo); 
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IF 11(03)1~2 THEN 
RETURN GenAut(rp, Fo) := 03; 
(3) IF Vi E I(03) : IN(03i,Fo)l >12 V n(03~)<...n(qa) THEN 
(3a) RETURN GenAut(go, Fo) :---- 03 
ELSE 
(3b) choose i E 
RETURN 
END GenAut; 
1(03) with IN(03;,Fo)l = 1 and n(03i)>n(rp); 
GenAut(cp, Fo ) := GenAut(03i, Fo ) 
In (1) the new clause is named "{a,b}", Then in (2) the "Generalized Autarkness 
branching" is generated and evaluated. 
If all 03i now either create at least two new clauses or do not eliminate more variables 
than ~0, then the result of "GenAut" is 03 (in (3a)). 
Otherwise in (3b) the same construction is repeated with 03,. instead of q~. 
Lemma 6.3. The procedure "GenAut" terminates for inputs ~o E ~dSa6 e and Fo E 
3-cg~5 e fulfillin9 (GA)I, and the correctness conditions (C1)- (C3)  are fulfilled for 
03 = GenAut(q~,Fo) and F =Fo. 
Proof. The termination is guaranteed because of  the increasing n(go)-values. For the 
correctness conditions use Lemmas 6.1 and 4.6 with 0 = (a -+ 0, b --* l) resp. 0= 
(a ---~ 1). [] 
6.4. Case B." Variable-disjoint 2-clauses, and a not-blocked 2-clause exists 
In case (B) the following ideas are used: 
1. The branching literal is chosen from a 2-clause which is not blocked. 
2. In case not "enough" new clauses are created, blocked clauses are added for com- 
pensating the missing new clauses. 
PROCEDURE branchingB(Fo E 3-~£eSa~\{T}) : ~s¢5~5 e x 3-¢gL, eSa; 
VARIABLES 
l E £ojy- ;  
03 E ~dSeSe;  
F E 3-cgZ.eSa; 
BEGIN 
(1) 1 := branchLitB(Fo );
(2) 1(03) := {0,1}; 030:= (l--~0); 031 := (/---* I); 
03 := eval(03, Fo); 
IF I/(~)l ~< 1 THEN 
RETURN branchingB(Fo ) :---- (03, Fo ); 
(3) IF [N(03o,Fo)I ~>3 A IN(gbl,Fo)l >~3 THEN 
RETURN branchingB(Fo) :---- (03,Fo); 
(4) IF IN(03o,Fo)l----2 THEN 
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F : :Fo U B~3](Fo) (4a) 
ELSE 
(4b) F := Fo U BI3](F0); 
( 5 ) RETURN branching B(Fo ) := (eval(q3, F), F)  
END branchingB; 
The algorithm in words. In (1) the branching literal is selected, and the correspond- 
ing binary branching ~b is evaluated in (2). 
If both branches create at least three new clauses (before applying r) then in this 
"normal case" the result is ~b (in (3)), without changing Fo. 
Otherwise blocked clauses are added in (4a) resp. (4b): 
In (4a) we choose "blocked for 7" since there are only few l-occurrences, while in 
(4b) there are only few 7-occurrences in F0. 
Lemma 6.4. The result of "branchingB" fulfills correctness conditions (C1)-(C3). 
Proof. Use Lemmas 6.1 and 3.2. [] 
6.4.1. The branching rule 
PROCEDURE branchLitB(F0 E 3-¢g~Sa,\{T}) : 5eJ~--; 
BEGIN 
choose C E F[oZl\B(Fo ); 
choose l C C; 
RETURN branchLitB(F0) := l 
END branchLitB; 
6.5. Case C." The remaining case 
In this last case, which can only occur at the root of the test tree generated by JV3 
or after application of (br)-autarkness (compare Lemma 6.1, part 4), we can simply 
choose any branching literal: 
PROCEDURE branching C ( Fo E 3 -cg~Sa~ \ {T }) : o~dSeSe ; 
BEGIN 
l := branchLitC(F0); 
I(~b) := {0, 1}; ~b 0:-- (l ~ 0); ~b 1 := (l ~ 1); 
RETURN eval(~b, F0) 
END branchingC; 
PROCEDURE branchLitC(Fo c 3 -~£PSa~ \ {T } ) : L~aJ3-; 
BEGIN 
choose l c Lit (F); 
RETURN branchLitC(Fo) := l 
END branchLitC. 
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Theorem 1. Algorithm Jff3 terminates on every input Fo C 3-c~.LPre~ and gives the cor- 
rect answer, i.e., ~/'3(F0) ---- 0 ¢* F ~ 6edJ - and Jff3(F0) = 1 ¢* F E red3  -. 
Proof. Use Lemmas 6.2 and 6.4. [] 
7. A worst case upper bound 
The basic concept for analyzing the running rime of algorithm Jff3 is that of a 
"computation tree": 
Definition 7.1. For a (reduced) 3-clause-set Fo C 3-c£~,e~ the computation tree ~(Fo)  
reproduces the recursive calls of the procedure Jff3 for input F0, whereby we continue 
evolving the tree also when we found the formula satisfiable. 
The node-labelings Fo, F:nds(~3(Fo))--,3-cK~fSP give the corresponding input- 
formula respectively its variant. 
More precisely we define for F0 E 3-cg~re~: 
(i) If F0 -- -1- then ~(Fo)  is the trivial tree with one node w and Fo(w):--Fo := F(w). 
(ii) Otherwise, using ((b,F):--branching(F0), let~(Fo)  be the tree with II(~)l-many 
subtrees ~(r (O i *F ) )  (iEI((o)) at the root. Using w for the root: Fo(w):=Fo 
and F(w) := F. 
In fact the tree ~(F0)  is not uniquely defined but depends on the special choices 
performed in "branching". Of course all our results hold for any of these choices. 
For every reasonable model of computation (e.g., Turing machines) and every (rea- 
sonable) realization J /  of the (abstract) algorithm JV3 in this model, there exists a 
polynomial p s.t. for the number t~(Fo) of steps performed by ~ '  for any input F0 
(suitably coded) 
t ~t(Fo ) <. p(~(Fo )) . #1vs (~ (Fo)) 
holds, where E(F0) is the number of literal occurrences in F0 and #1vs(&(F0)):= 
Ilvs(&(F0))l is the number of leaves in the computation tree ~(Fo) .  
We are interested only in the "mathematical part" #1vs(&(F0)) of the number of 
steps Lg(Fo), and abstract from the polynomial part p(~(Fo)) (which depends on the 
model of computation and on the realization). 
Theorem 2. For every (reduced) 3-clause-set Fo E 3-~6e~ the number of leaves in the 
computation tree ~(Fo)  is bounded in the worst case by 
#1vs (~ (F0)) < 0.55.1.50444 n(F°) 
where n(Fo) is the number of variables in Fo. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is the subject of Sections 8 to 13. 
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8. Estimating tree sizes 
8.1. Some notations and a basic estimation lemma 
For us a tree T is any finite partial order T = (P, ~< ) with least element root (T) 
s.t. there is exactly one path from the root to any node. 
We use rids(T):=P for the set of nodes of T, and for a node w Ends(T) let dsr(w) 
be the set of  direct successors of w in T. 26 
Furthermore, let lvs(T) be the set of  leaves, #1vs(T) the number of  leaves, and 
ndsk(T) the set of nodes with at least k direct successors. 27 
A path in T is a sequence (wo . . . . .  wn) (n~>0) of nodes of T s.t. Wi+l is a direct 
successor of  wi. 
An edge labeling d of T is a mapping 
d: {(w,w') :w E nds(T) A w' C dsr(w)} --* R. 
For w, w' C nds(T) with w' > w we define 
dw,(W) :=d(w,w"), where w" is determined by w" C dsr(w) A w" ~<w' 
("the value of d at w in direction w") .  
As node labelings we consider any mapping with domain nds(T). 
Lemma 8.1. Consider a tree T with a "transition probability" p, i.e., an edge labeling 
of T with values in the interval [0, 1] such that for every inner node the sum of 
probabilities of outgoing edges is 1.28 
For a leaf w E lvs(T) let p(w ) be the resulting probability for reaching w. 29 
Then we can estimate the number of leaves by 
#1vs(T)~< max p(w) -1. 
wClvs (T) 
Proof. By induction one easily proves 
p(w)=l ,  =~#1vs(T). min p(w)~<l. [] 
wClvs (T) wElvs (T) 
For every tree T there is exactly one optimal transition probability Pr with respect 
to the estimation in Lemma 8.1 (i.e., where the inequality becomes an equality), pv 
is characterized by the condition that the probabilities for all leaves are the same. 
26 i.e., dsT(w) := {w' C nds(T) : w' >w A ~3 w" 6 nds(T)[ w <w"  <w' ] ) .  
27 ndsk(T):= {w ~ nds(T): Idsr(w)l >~k}, lvs (T):= nds(T)\ndsl (T), #1vs (T):= Ilvs (T)I. 
28 Vw C ndsl (T) : ~w, Edsr(w)Pw,(W) = 1 
29 p(w) := 1-[~ C .ds(r) . . . .  pw(V) 
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8.2. Distance functions and our main estimation lemma 
Our approach for estimating tree sizes is not based on the transition probabilities of 
Lemma 8.1 but on "distance functions" d (from which (implicitly) transition proba- 
bilities are derived). 
Distance functions are edge labelings by positive real numbers which gauge the 
progress in reducing the complexity: The bigger d(w,w ~) for a node w and one of its 
direct successors w ~ is, the bigger is (resp. "should be") the reduction of complexity 
achieved by the branch w---+ w t. 
Additionally we use the notion of a measure 3o /2 with induced distance function A#. 
A measure is a node labeling with non-negative r al numbers uch that the differences 
A/2 give a distance function, p has the meaning of an estimation of "the" (decision) 
complexity of the formula at the given node. 
As an introductory example consider the measure /2--n, the number of variables 
(every node is labeled with the number of variables of the formula at this node). 
The induced distance function A/2 gives the number of eliminated variables (for each 
branch). 
Definition 8.1. A distance function d for T is an edge-labeling of T with values in 
~*, where for "single edges" (w, wt) 31 also d(w,w~)=O is allowed. 
Definition 8.2. Given a real-valued node labeling/2 for a tree T, the edge labeling Ap 
is defined by 
Ate(w, w') := /2(w) -/2(w') 
for w E nds(T), w ~ E ds~(w). 
If /2 has its values in fact in R+ and A/2 is a distance function, then we call /2 a 
measure. We assign to every distance function d a measure ~ d by defining (~ d)(w) 
as the maximal sum of d-values on the paths from w to any leaf: 
On "standardized" measures and distance functions the operations A and ~ are 
inverse to each other, 32 and thus for trees the notions of "measure" and "distance 
function" are (essentially) equivalent. However we consider the concept of a distance 
function as more basic, since given a measure # one can easily calculate the 
30 Perhaps "potential" would be a somewhat better choice. 
31 dST(W)= {W'}. 
32 Measures # = ~d induced by distance functions are 0 on all leaves, while for distance functions d = A# 
induced by measures the sum of  d-values on all paths from the root to a leaf is the same - now for measures 
p and distance functions d with these properties we have A~d=d and ~A#=#.  
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corresponding distance function A# by local operations, but to obtain from a given 
distance function d the corresponding measure ~ d involves global calculations over 
the whole tree. 
Furthermore the measures and distance functions used in this paper 33 do not depend 
on the tree, but only on the formulas labeling the nodes, and then the concept of 
distance functions is in fact more general than that of measures. 
In order to be able to transform any distance function into a transition probability, 
we introduce the "r-function" on "branchin9 tuples" in the next definition. 
Definition 8.3. A branching tuple t is a tuple of positive real numbers. For breadth 
one also 0 is allowed. The set of all branching tuples is ~3~--: 
~:= U (~*)° u {(o)}. 
n~>l 
For t=( t l  . . . . .  tm) 6 M J \{ (0)}  we define z(t) as the unique positive solution of the 
equation 
m 
~z( t ) - "  = 1, 
i--1 
while for (0) we define z((0)):= 1. 
Given a tree T with a distance function d, we induce a mapping d :nds l (T )~ ~: -  
by 
d(w) := (d(w, W') )w'Cd,T(w). 
(Considering d(w) as a branching tuple, we use in fact the notion of "branching tuples 
modulo permutations of the components", which is justified by the invariance of the 
r-function against permutation.) 
Now for w Endsl(T) also ~(d(w)) is well defined, gauging the cost of a single 
branching w. We obtain a "worst-case gauging" ~max(d,T) of whole T by 
• mx(d,T) : :  max({z (W)}wEndsL(T )  U { 1 }). 
As basic properties of z just note: 
1. z :~ J  ~ [1,+c~[; 
2. z((tl . . . . .  t,n))= 1 ¢:~ m = 1; 
3. z ( ( t l  . . . . .  tin)) = Z((tTr(1) . . . . .  tz(m))) for any permutation ~; 
4. r((tl ,t2,.. . ,tm))<z((tl,t2 . . . . .  tin)) for m~>2 and h >t~l. 
Lemma 8.2. Consider a tree T with a distance funct&n d. 
From d we derive a "transition probability" pd by defining 
pd(w, w') := z(d(w) -d(w'w') 
for w E nds(T) and w' E dsr(w). 
33 Or (implicitly) elsewhere in the literature. 
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The estimation of Lemma 8.1 now can be extended to 
#1vs(T)~< max pa(w)-l-..<Zmax(d,T) ~d(r°°t(r)). 
wClvs (T) 
ProoL 
max pal(w)-1= max I~p~a(v)- l= max I~z(d(v)) aw(~) 
wElvs (T) wElvs (T) v<w wGlvs (T) v<w 
~< max H Zmax(d, T) d~(v) : max Zmax(d, T) Z~<wdw(v) 
wElvs (T) v <w wElvs (T) 
: Zmax(d, T) ~d(r°°t(T)). [] 
Preliminary versions of this "v-lemma" can be found in [8, 23]. The benefits of this 
new lemma, compared with its predecessors, are as follows: 
1. One can handle arbitrary positive real numbers as edge-labelings and thus 
optimize d. 
2. More generally, for the first time we consider the whole d as one object, enabling 
us to perform global optimizations on d, involving the whole tree, which compares 
favorably to the use of recursion equations. 
In all the z-lemma for the special purpose of estimating tree sizes improves the ordi- 
nary method of recursion equations, allowing to handle globally the situation where a 
set of alternative recursion equations is given with possible interplay between the dif- 
ferent cases. Optimizations with continuous parameters are supported, and a framework 
for taking global properties of the considered trees into account is established. 
On the contrary by using recursion equations the original tree in effect is substituted 
by a new one, consisting of the branchings belonging to the (different) recursion equa- 
tions, and thus, according to this loss of information, the use of an arbitrary distance 
function d in the z-lemma makes no sense anymore since we cannot even formulate 
the notion of the maximal sum of d-values over all paths in the original tree. 
The main point in using the z-lemma is the right choice of the distance function d. 
In Section 14.2 we briefly discuss this subject from a general point of view. 
For 3-SAT-algorithms the definition of an appropriate distance function d is the 
subject of the subsequent Section 9. 
An additional handling of nodes with "bad" z-value but with predecessors or suc- 
cessors with "good" z-value is presented in Section 12. 
8.3. Using the z-function for selecting branchings 
The z-function seems to be the right tool for the purpose of selecting a branching 
from a set of alternatives in backtracking SAT-algorithms, provided a "good" measure 
of formula complexity is given, which can guide the "greedy" backtracking algorithm. 
(See [19].) 
In our 3-SAT-algorithm JV'3 the T-function is not directly used, since the calculation 
of the corresponding branching tuples seems to be too expensive, but with the help 
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of certain simplifying assumptions the v-valuations guided the design of the algorithm. 
For example now we motivate the exceptional case in which in case (A) of ~¢'3 the 
originally proposed branching is replaced by the "Generalized Autarkness-Branching" 
(see instruction (3) in "branchingS'). 
In this special case the branching (¢P0, ~ol ) is replaced by the branching 
((a--~ O, b--+ O, x-~ 1), (a- *O, b--~ 1) U q~, (a--+ 1) U q~), 
where ~p is q~0 or ~Ol, N(~p,Fo)={{a,b}} and {a,b,x}cFo with ¢p(x)=0 (see 
Section 6.3.2). Let (p,q) be An for the original branching. W.l.o.g.: p=n(q~). Then 
An for the new branching is (at least) (3, p + 2, p + 1). 
Lemma 8.3. For p, qc  ~ with p>~2 and (p -  1) . (q -  1)~<1 we have 
r(p, q)>z(3, p+2,  p+2) .  
Proof. First assume q= 1. Then z(p,q)=~(p, 1)=z(p, 1 +p,  1 + 1) (see Lemma 8.4) 
=z(p ,p  + 1,2)>z(p + 2, p+ 1,3). 
Otherwise we have p=q=2.  Now z(p,q)- -z(2,2)=z(2,2 + 2,2 + 2) (see 
Lemma 8.4) =z(2,4,4)>~(2 + 1 ,4 -  1,4) (see Lemma 8.5)=z(3,3,4)=z(3,2 + 2, 
2+1) .  [] 
The first auxiliary lemma used in the proof states that the z-value of a composed 
branching tuple t*, that is, a branching tuple t p is concatenated to one branch of another 
branching tuple t, lies between the v-values of the parts t, t t. 
Lemma 8.4. Consider two arbitrary branching tuples t = 01,..., tm ) and t t = ( t~l .... t~ ). 
Then for t* :-- (tl + t~ .. . . .  tl + tn ~, t2,..., tm) we have: 
(i) z(t ' )= z(t) ~ z(t*)= z(t), 
(ii) z(t ')<z(t) ~ z(#)<z(t*)<z(t) ,  
(iii) z(t ')>z(t) ~ z(t ')>z(t*)>z(t).  
Proof. Directly from the definition of the v-function. [] 
The second auxiliary lemma essentially states that for two binary branching tuples 
with the same sum of the components that tuple which is more symmetric (has a 
smaller distance between the two components) has the smaller v-values. 
Lemma 8.5. Consider two branching tuples t and t t of the same breadth which co- 
incide except of two components: 
t=(q  . . . . .  tn), t'=(t~l . . . . .  t,'), n>~2, ti=t[ for i>~3. 
Assume tI + t~ >~t~ + t2 and min(t~,t~)>~ min(tl,t2). Then we have z(t~)<.z(t). And if 
additionally t~ + t~ > tl + tz or min(t~, t~) > min(tl, t2 ) holds, then we have z( t ~ )< z( t ). 
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Proof. For a branching tuple t = (tl . . . . .  tn) let 
n 
z(t)(x) := ~x -t'. 
i=1 
Now Z( t ) -  )~(t ')=Z((q,t2))-  Z((t~,t~)) holds, and in general we have: 
;~((t~, t~ )) ~< Z((tl, t2 )) ¢:> (t~ + t~ >/tl + t2 and min(ttl, t~ ) ~> min(q, t2)). [] 
9. The distance function 
The aim of this section is to motivate, define and discuss the distance function d 3 
for ~w~(F0), the main tool for the analysis of JV3. For that purpose the following 
conventions are useful. 
Definition 9.1. Every "formula measure" p :3-cg595 ~~ ~ induces a node labeling of 
J.~f~(F0) via #(w):=p(Fo(w)) for w E nds(YYw3(F0)), as well as any "formula distance 
function" d : (3 -cgL~'SP)2~ induces an edge labeling of ~(F0)  via d(w,w'):= 
d(Fo(w),Fo(w')) for w E nds(T) and w 'E  dsr(w). (In this context # and d are arbitrary 
mappings.) 
9.1. The hitherto existin 9 distance functions 
The problem of Section 9 is to find a ("good") distance function d fulfilling 
~d( root  (~ (F0))) ~< n(F0) 
since we are interested in an upper bound depending on n(F0). 
The first approach is to take d°=An. Using d o [23,25] (exploiting Lemma 4.1) 
obtained the bound Zmax(d 0' J-L/MS ) ~< 1.6180 . . . .  V(2, 1 ) = Z0, l, 1 (see Definition 11.2) 
for their underlying computation tree J-L/MS. 
In my opinion the improved bound obtained by [29] is based essentially on the 
(implicit) use of the refined distance function d 1 = Aml where 
ml(F) := n(F) - c~ .zl(F), 
zl(F) := max{lPl: P C FLZl A v C, C' 6 P [C¢C '  =~ Var (C)nVar (C ' )= 0]}. 
Here ~ C ~+ is a parameter to be chosen s.t. ~'max becomes minimal. [29] proved (in 
our interpretation) "Cmax(d 1, JSch(F0 )) ~< Zl, 2,1 = 1.5780 . . . .  
The advantage of rna over n is that an increase in the number of 2-clauses can 
increase Am1 (while An stays unchanged) and thus decreases Zmax(Amb °Js(F0)). The 
algorithm therefore must try to produce as many new 2-clauses as possible (for [23, 25] 
the mere existence of a 2-clause was sufficient) while not eliminating to many old 2- 
clauses, and in case more 2-clauses vanish than new 2-clauses arise, an increase of An 
(due to the special situation) must compensate this loss. 
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9.2. The 9eneralized "approximation" of the number of 2-clauses 
Definition 9.2. We generalize the measure zl to zk : 3-cKLP5 e~ N0 for k E N0 t2 {+e~}: 
zk(F) := max{ [P I: P c_ F [2] A p(P) <~ k }. 
We consider zk(F) as an "approximation" of z~(F)  = IF[2]l . We cannot use z~(F)  
itself because the number of (arbitrary) 2-clauses eliminated by (applying) a partial 
assignment ~o cannot be bounded in n(~o) only. By way of contrast he number of 
vanishing "zk-clauses" is less than k. n(~0) (see Lemma 9.6). 
Some basic properties of zk (and p) are given in the next lemma. 
Lemma 9.1. For all k,k 'c  ~d0U{+c¢}, clauses C with IC] ~<3 and F,F' E 3-cg~5 ¢ 
the followin9 holds: 
1. p is monotonic: F C__F t ~ p(F)<~p(F'); 
2. zk(F) is monotonic in k and F :k <~k' AF C_F' ~ zk(F)<<.zk,(F~); 
3. k >~p(F) ~ zk(F)=Zp(F)(F); 







zk(F)<~zk(FU {C} )<~zk(F) + 1; 
zk(F)<zk,(F) ¢~ min(p(F), U)>~k + 1; 
p(F) = min{k E No: zk(F) =Zk+l(F)}; 
p(F) <~z~(F) <~ ½. p(F) . n(F); 
2 .z~(F)/n(F)<~p(F)<~ min(z~(F), 4. (n(F) - 1)) for n(F)>~ 1; 
min(k, z~(F)  )<~zk(F) <~ ½. min(k, p(F) ) . n(F). 
Proof. Parts 1-4 are obvious from the definition. Part 5(a) "0"  follows from parts 2 
and 3, and "¢=" follows by part 4(a). Part 5(b) is an immediate consequence of 5(a). 
For part 6(a) note that no clause contains complementary literals and 
z~(F)  = ½f(F [z]) ~< ½P(F). n(F). 
For v E Var(F) we have 
p(F) ~< I{{a, b} c c£~: Var(a) = v A Var(b) c Var(F)\{v}}] = 2-2.  (n(F) - 1) 
and hence by part (a) part (b) follows. Finally min(k, z~(F))<<.zk(F) follows from 
p(P)<~IPI for PC/ ; '  [21, and for PC_F [21 s.t. p(P)<~k and tPI =zk(F) holds we have 
(by part (a)): 
zk(F) = IP[ <~ ½p(P)n(F) <~ ½ min(k, p(F)), n(F). [] 
Using the "approximation parameter" k we generalize the measure ml: 
Definition 9.3. For F c 3-cgAe5 p and ~ C E+ with ~ < 2/k we define 
mk(F) := n(F) - ~ . zk(F). 
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By the distance function d 2 := Amk = An - ~. Azk now 
• we can use an optimal evel k of approximation of the number of  2-clauses (e.g. for 
our complexity bound k - -2  is optimal). 
However, it is not the end of the story: 
Our main problem is that new 2-clauses do not need to contribute to Azk, since zk 
counts only certain 2-clauses and we do not know which. 
An ad hoc approach used in [29] (for Zl) to overcome this difficulty is as follows: 
Consider a branch w---+ w' where some new 2-clause did not account o Azk. Due 
to Lemma 9.1 part 5(a) then a variable must occur more than k times in the 2-clauses 
of F0(w'), and thus it is advantageous to form an aggregate z-value out of  these con- 
secutive branchings, 34 since at w' we obtain a good An-value. But even for Zl this 
job is tedious, causes a (too) complicated algorithm, and gives away all long-range 
effects. 
An alternative definition of zk by "maximal k-matchings". We define an undirected 
graph G(F) for F E 3-cg~J ,  where the set of nodes is Var(F) and every 2-clause 
{a,b} E F [23 connects the nodes Var(a),Var(b) (parallel edges are allowed). 
Now zk(F) is the maximal size of a "k-matching" in G(F), where a k-matching 
is a set M of edges such that every node of G(F) is adjacent o at most k edges 
from M. 
9.3. Usin9 "budgets" for new 2-clauses 
Here a general method is introduced for bringing new 2-clauses into account which 
(implicitly) takes the whole computation tree into consideration and completes (at least 
for the moment) our way of approximating the number of  2-clauses. 
We introduce the distance function d3=d3(k,(hl)i~r~, ) for J~3(F0), depending 
additionally on "budgets" (hi) allowing 
• to take for a branch w ~ w' up to  hp(w) new 2-clauses definitely into account (but 
not more). 
We require hi = 0 for i >k.  Thus we divide the nodes w into two categories: 
- I f  p(w)<,k holds then an increase in the number of  2-clauses improves z(d3(w)) 
over r(An(w)). 
- But if p(w)>k holds then z(d3(w)) gets worse (compared with r(An(w))) and 
indeed the worse the bigger the hi are. 
This partition is motivated by the fact that due to the branching rule of  "branchingN' 
(see Section 6.3.1 ) an increasing p(w) causes an increasing An(w) (at least in the worst 
case). 
More precisely we have the following case distinction in mind: 
- The case p(w)= 0 is covered by br-Autarkness. 
- In case p(w)-----1 in both branches created by "branchingB" (see Section 6.4) only 
one 2-clause vanishes and thus the number of new 2-clauses (at least one by 
34 According to Lemma 8.4 a "mean value" of the z-values of the single branchings w and w p. 
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br-Autarkness) determines an increase in the number of 2-clauses: Aw,z~(w)= 
Vw,(W)- 1 ~> 0, where Vw,(W):=z~(w l) - z~(Fo(w I) n Fo(w)) is the number of new 
2-clauses. 
- For case 1 <p(w)~<k, belonging to "branchingP/' (see Section 6.3), the number of 
eliminated 2-clauses (increasing with p(w)) in fact is greater than the number of  new 
2-clauses (at least in the worst case and for our analysis), thus z(d3(w))> z(An(w)), 
but the new 2-clauses provided by Generalized Autarkness prevent he z-value from 
being too bad. 
- For p(w)>k only the negative 
but, due to the restriction of  d 3 
is the worst. 35 
The cases p(w)= 1 and p(w)= 
the weight ~ should be as large as 
The more new 2-clauses we have 
an optimal :Q. 
contribution by the eliminated 2-clauses is counted, 
to an approximation of z~,  the case p(w) = k + 1 
k + 1 are the overall worst cases, and for p(w)= 1 
possible while for p(w) = k + 1 as small as possible. 
in case p(w)= 1 the bigger is the optimal k (using 
9.4. The definition of  d 3 =An - ct . 
For our handling of  the variation in the number of  2-clauses the following differen- 
tiation between eliminated and new 2-clauses is basic. 
Definition 9.4. For i E N0 U {+cx~} and F ,F  I E 3-~L~aY we define: 
~zi(F,F') := z i (F\F '  ) 
v(F,F') := z~(F ' \F ) .  
6zi(F,F ~) is the number of  "zi-clauses" eliminated by the transition F---~F', and 
v(F ,F )  is the (total) number of new clauses created by this transition. We have 
Azoc = ~zc~ - v. 
That only for the calculation of eliminated clauses the "approximations" zi are used, 
while for the calculation of new clauses all new clauses are considered, mirrors a 
fundamental asymmetry of our approach: 
While the number of  eliminated 2-clauses has to be restricted to make it depend on 
An, we want, on the other hand, to take an arbitrary number of new 2-clauses into 
account (at least in principal). (The restrictions we have to pose on the number of  
"acceptable" new clauses do not depend on An but on p.) 
Definition 9.5. Assume k E N0, h : N0 --+ N0 and • E ~+ fulfilling: 
(i) ViE N0 [ i>k =~ hi=0], 
(ii) c~<(k + maxie{0,...,k } hi) -1 (~ := +oc).  
35 Also in these cases the new clauses provided by Generalized Autarkness are useful, but only for restricting 
the costs for providing the budgets. 
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We define ~(k,h)(F,F') and d3(k,h, ~)(F,F') for F,F' E 3-cg~9°5 P as follows: 
~(k,h)(F,F') := max(min (gz~(F,F'),\ ic(0,...,k}max (hi + fz i (F,F ' ) ) )  - v(F,F'), 
6zk(F,F ~) - hp(y)) 
d3(k, h, ~) := An - c~. if(k, h). 
Remarks. 1. In the following we use (= ((k, h) and d 3 = d3(k, h, ~). 
2. Because of ~>~0, for the sake of a good "Cmax(d 3, J~3(F0))-value ~ should be as 
small (negative) as possible and of course An should be as large as possible. 
3. Comparing d 3 with d e we see that ~ replaces zk. And the reader should further- 
more note the structural similarity between the definition of  ( and the equation 
Azo~ = 6zo~ -v ,  that is, ( is the maximum of two versions of  that equation. 
4. Contrary to the hitherto distance functions there is no formula measure ~t : 3-(g.~,e6 a 
--+ ~ s.t. d 3 = A/~ holds. 36 
The definition of  ( combines two cases, as shown in the next lemma. 
Lemma 9.2. For F,F' E 3-cg~5 e we have, using 6zi = 8zi(F,F'), v = v(F,F') and ~ = 
( (F ,F ' ) :  
1. p(F)<~k ~ (=6zk--min(v,  hp~F)); 
2. p (F )>k  =~ ( =max(min(6z~,maxm(o,...,l,}(h i + 6zi)) - v, 6zk). 
ProoL The easy proofs are left as an exercise to the reader (for part 1 just note that 
because of p ~<k we have 6z~ = 6zk). [] 
In order to prove that d 3 is a distance function for ~ (F0) we need an upper bound 
for 6zk. 
9.5. A general upper bound for the numbers of eliminated clauses 
The aim of this subsection is to give a general upper bound for the number of  elim- 
inated zk-clauses (with arbitrary k) when applying partial assignments or the reduction 
operator . 
Lemma 9.3. For k E No t2 {+c¢} we have 
1. For F,F ' ,F" C 3-cg&aSa: 6zk(F, F') <<. 6zk(F, F")  + C~Zmin(k,p(F))(F n, F'). 
2. And for a sequence Fo ..... F~, s ~ No of clause-sets F~ E 3-cg~Se: 
s--1 
~Zk(Fo, Fs ) ~ ~ OZmin(k,p(Fo),...,p(Fi))(Fi, Fi+l)- 
/=0 
36 One reason is that ~2" i does not fulfill the "triangle quality" gzi(F,F')= 6zi(F,F tt) q-6zi(F",F ~) as it 
would be the case for 6zk = A#, but only the triangle inequality (see Lemma 9.3). 
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Proof. Part 1: The reader should be easily able to verify that (generally) 
6zk(F,F') =max{lPI - [PNF']: P C__F [2] Ap(P)<<.k} 
holds. Now for P C_F [2] with p(P)<<.k we have the estimations 
IPI - IP nF ' l  <~6zk(F, "),  
IP n F ' I  - I(P n F" )  n F'I ~< ~Zmin(k,p(F))( Ftt, F'). 
Adding the inequalities yields ]PI - I P n F" R F' I <~ 6zk (F, F ' )  + t~Zmin(k, p(F))(F tt , Ft ) and 
thus by IP NF" I >~ IP nF"  nF ' [  the assertion follows. 
Part 2: s=0:  0~<0. 
s > 0: By part 1 and the induction hypothesis we have: 
6zk(Fo, F~) <~ 6zk(Fo, F1) + ~Zmin(k,p(Fo))(Fl, s) ~< ~Zk(F0, F1) 
S--I 
~- E (~Zmin(k,p(Fo),p(Fl),...,p(Fi))(Fi, /+I)" [] 
i=1 
Lemma 9.3 enables us to estimate 6zk(F,F') by dividing the transformation F--*F'  
into smaller steps F = Fo--~ ...  -+Fn =F '  for which we have appropriate stimations. 
Note that a transformation F/i+l = (Pi *F/ in the situation tpi = ~Pl U q~l t can be further 
divided via Fi+l = tp~ • (q~l' , F ) .  
The next lemma estimates the total number of 2-clauses eliminated by a partial 
assignment. 
Lemma 9.4. For F, F' E 3-cgLP5 p with F C_ F' and V c ~t/'d, q9 E ~dSP5 a the following 
holds: 
1. F\(q~ • F ' )  = {C E F: Var(C) N Var(q~) ~ 0} (and thus F\(~p * F')  = F\(~p * F)); 
2. I{CEF[2]: Var(C)n V=~0}l ~<[V I .p(F). 
(In words: The clauses, which are eliminated by ~p, are those clauses which are effected 
(at all) by ~p. And the number of 2-clauses, which are affected by ¢p, is less than or 
equal to the number of variables eliminated by ~p times the maximal number p(F) 
of occurrences of a variable in the 2-clauses of F. ) 
Proof. Part 1 follows from (p ,{C}={C} for Var(~p)NVar(C)=0, and Var(~p)N 
Var(~p *F)  = 0. 
Part 2 : I{C E F[2]: Var(C) N V :~ 0}1 ~< ~v~v (#2 +#2)(F)~< ~vcvP(F)  = [VI" p(F). 
[] 
The main result of this subsection ow is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.5. Assume k E No U {+cxz}. Then we have: 
1. For F E 3-c~5£5 a, ~p E ~dSPAP: 6zk(F, q9 , F)  <, n( ~p ) . min(k, p(F) ). 
2. Assume a sequence Fo,... ,Fs, s E No of clause-sets Fi E 3-c~5£5 a. 
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(a) Assume furthermore that there is 1 C {0 .. . . .  s - 1 } and q~ :I --~ ~alcJ5 ~ s.t. 
•iEI[ F/t.+l = (~9 i * F / ]  A ViE{O,...,s-1}\I[Fi [2] g Fi[2q-I ]" 
Then: aze(Fo, Fs) <<. ~iCl n(~oi), min(k, p(F0) . . . . .  p(F//)). 
(b) / f  ~'ie{o....,s-l}[F/+1 =r(F/)V 3 ~<~s~s~[F/+t =~o*F/]] holds, then: 
6zk (Fo, Fs ) <<. (n(Fo ) - n(F~ )). rain(k, p(Fo )). 
Proof. Part 1: Take P C F [21 with p(P)<~k. Then [P\(q~ *P)I 4n(tp). p(P) (by Lemma 
9.4) ~< n(qQ. min(k, p(F)). 
Part 2(a) follows immediately by Lemma 9.3 part 2 and by part 1. And using 
Lemma 5.1 part 2 we get part 2(b) from part 2(a). D 
Since F0(w') for a successor w' E dsr(w) of a node w E nds(~i(Fo)) results from 
F0(w) by a series of applications of partial assignments and r, we can apply 
Lemma 9.5 part 2(b): 
Lemma 9.6. For w E nds(~i(F0)), w' E ds(w) and k E No tO {+oo} the number of 
eliminated "zk-clauses" in branch w-~w'  is less than or equal to the number of 
eliminated variables times the minimum of parameter k and the maximal number 
p(w) of oeeurrences of a variable in the 2-clauses of Fo(w): 
6w,Zk(W) <~ Aw,n(w). min(k, p(w)). 
(We use aw,Zl,(w):=(&k)w,(W)). 
We conclude this section with some bounds on ~ and d 3 and proving that d 3 is 
indeed a distance function for ~(F0) .  
Lemma 9.7. 1. For w E nds(~(Fo))  and w' E ds(w) we have 
(a) (w,(W)<<, 6w,Zk(W) + maxi~{o,...,k} hi ~k .  Aw,n(w) + maxiE{o,...,k} hi. 
(b) daw,(W)>>-Aw,n(w) • (1 - k. ~) - ~- maxic{o,...,k} hi. 
2. d 3 is a distance function for 3-5~(Fo). 
Proof. Part l(a): For the first inequality we have 
max(min(6w,Zoo(w), max (hi + 6w,Zi(W))) - Vw,(W), 6w,Zk(W) - hp(w)) 
iE {0,...,k} 
~< max ( max (hi + 6w,Zi(W)) - vw,(w), fiw,Zk(W) - hp(w)) 
\ iE  {0,...,k} / 
max hi. ~< max ( max (hi -[- ~w'Zk(W)), ~w'Zk(w) -~ Ow'ak(W) q- iE{O,...,k} 
•iE {0,...,k} 
The second inequality is a consequence of Lemma 9.6. Part l(b) follows immediately 
from part (a), and part 2 follows from part l(b), condition (ii) of Definition 9.5 and 
the fact aw,n(w)>-l. [] 
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10. Bounding the sum of d 3 
Consider ( - - ( (k,  h) and d 3 --d3(k, h, ~) (see Definition 9.5). This section is devoted 
to the proof of 
d3(o)o )  ~< n(F0)  . . . .  , 
where 
Definition 10.1. tOo :=root (~(F0) )  is the root of the computation tree, 
and ... is some negligible quantity. 
The idea is to study paths (wl . . . . .  wt) in ~(F0)  with p(wl),p(wt)<~k and p(wi )>k  
for l< i<k ,  that means at the endpoints wl and wt the distance function An can 
be improved with the help of ( while at the intermediate nodes w2,. . . ,wt-1 "for 
compensation" An is impaired by (. For those paths we show (Lemma 10.4): 
t -1  t -1  
~-~(w,(Wi)>/ ~ AwtZk(Wi) 
i -1 i=1 
and thus 
t -1  t - I  t -1  t - I  t -1  
d3 (wi) = ~ dw, n(wi) - o~ . ~ (w,(Wi) <. ~ Aw, n(wi) - o~ . ~ dw, zk(wi) 
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 
t--1 
: ~ dw, mk(wi) = mk(wl ) - mk(wt) = n(wl ) - ct. zk(wl ) - mk(wt). 
i=1 
This result is generalized to arbitrary paths by dividing them into sub-paths (up to a 
start and an end section). In order to emphasize the rather general nature of the proofs 
in this section, in fact we will not consider paths in J~3(Fo) but arbitrary sequences 
(F1 . . . . .  Ft) of 3-clause-sets. 37 
We start with some (further) basic properties of zi, 6zi and (. 
Lemma 10.1. For i E [~o and F, F1,F2,F I E 3-c~S~ we have 
1. zi(F 1 UF2)~z i (F l )  -~- zi(F2); 
2. (a) 6z i (F ,F )  is increasing in i and F (w.r.t. C) and decreasing in F ;  
(b) 6zoo(F,F') = C~Zp(F)(F,F'); 
(c) 6zi(F, F ' )  >~ Azi(F, F'); 
(d) 6zi(F,F')  + zt(F fq F ' )  >~z~(F). 
3. (a) p(F)>k =¢. (( - 6zk)(F,F')>~O; 
(b) (( - f izk)(F,F') >~ - min(v(F,F') ,  hp(F)). 
37 Furthermore, the results of this section hold for example for an arbitrary p : 3-~Aa5 p ---+ R+ which only 
has to fulfill monotonicity: F CF~:e~ p(F)<<.p(F~). And the results also do not depend on the notion of 
(3-)clause-sets. 
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4. (a) (( - Azk)(F,F')>~ - hp(F) + (Zk - -Zp(F))(Ft) ;  
(b) p(F)<<.k =~ (~ - Azk)(F,F')>>. - (z~ -zk ) (F ' ) .  
Proof. Parts 1 and 2 follow directly from the definition of 8Z i ( for  2 (c )  and 2(d) use 
1). Part 3(a) follows from Lemma 9.2 part 2, and part 3(b) follows from part 3(a) 
and Lemma 9.2 part 1. 
Part 4(a): By part 3(b) we can estimate 
(~ - A) (F ,F ' )  = ((~ - 8) + (8 - A) ) (F ,F ' )  
>t - hp(F) -4- 8zk(F,F')  - zk(F) -4- zk(F'). 
By part 2(d) we get 8zk(F ,F ' )+  Zp(F)(F')>~zk(F), since zk(FAF ' )<~Zp(F) (FnF ' )  
~Zp(F)(Ft). Replacing 8zk(F ,F ' ) -  zk(F) by --Zp(F)(U) now completes the proof 
of 4(a). 
Part 4(b): Again by part 3(b) we can estimate: 
(~ - A) (F ,F ' )  =((( - 8) + (8 - A) ) (F ,F ' )  
>~ - v(F,F ' )  + 8zk(F,F')  - zk(F) + zk(F'). 
Furthermore, using p(F) <<. k we get v(F, F'  ) +zk(F)  = z~(F ' \F )  +zk(F)  = z~ (F ' \F )  + 
z~(F)=z~(F ' )  - z~(FAF ' )  + z~(F)=z~(F \F ' )  + z~(F ' )=zk(F \F ' )  + z~(F ' )  
=Szk(F ,F ' )  + z~(F ' ) .  [] 
Lemma 10.2. For a sequence (F1 . . . . .  F~) of  3-clause-sets F ic3-~Se5 p and for  
O<.a<.k: 
u--1 
za(Fu)  >>.z~(Fu) - (zk - z . ) (F~)  - ~ (Szk - Azk) (F i ,F~+l ) .  
i=1 
Proof. By Lemma 10.1 part 2(a) and 2(c) we only strengthen the assertion when 
replacing 8zk by Az~. Now because of 
u--1 
(Az~ - Azk) (F / ,F ,+ I  ) = (zo(F~)  - z~(F~) )  - ( zk (F~)  - zk (Fu) ) ,  
i=1 
we are done. [] 
The next lemma is of central importance for this section. 
Lemma 10.3. For a sequence (F1 . . . . .  Ft) o f  3-clause-sets Fic3-cg~SP fulfilling 
p(F~)>k for  all l <~i<~t- 2
( ) ~_, (~ - Azk)(Fi,Fi+l) >1 min z~(F1), max (hi + zi(Fa)) 
i:1 ie {O,...,k} 
- -zk(F1 ) -- ( z~ -- zk )(F,  ) 
holds. 
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Proof, Induction on t, considering three cases: t=  1, t=2 and t~>3. 
t = 1:min(z~(F1 ), max (hi +zi(Fl ))) --zk(F1 ) - (z~ -zk)(F1 ) <<.z~o(F1 ) -z~(F1 ) = O. 
O<.i<~k 
Case t = 2: 
(~ - Azk)(F~, F2) 
~ min ( fz~(F1,F2 ), o<~i <~kmax (hi + fzi(Fl'F2 ) )) - v(Fl'F2 ) - Azk(Fl'F2 ) 
min (6z~(F1,F2), m<axk (hi + 6zi(F1,F2 ))) - z~(F2)+ z~(F1 NF2 ) -  Azk(F1,F2) 
= min (&~(F1,F2) + z~(F1NF~), max (hi + 6zi(F1,Fz) + z~(F~ NF2) ) ] -  zk(F1) 
\ O<<.i<~k / 
- ( z~ - z~ )(F~). 
min ( z~ ( F1), max (hi + zi( F~ ))'] - zk ( F1 ) - ( z~ - zk )( Fz ). >>. 
\ O<~i<<.k ,I 
Case t >~ 3: Using case t = 2 we get 
t--1 
(~ -- AZk )(F~,F~+I ) 
i=1 
(with Lemma 10.1 part 2(d)). 
t -2  
= F ,  (~ - Az~)(F~,F~+~) + (~ - Az~)(Ft_~,F,) 
i=1 
t2 ( ) 
>~ ~ (~ - Azk)(Fi,Fi+l ) + min z~(Ft-1 ), max (hi + zi(Ft-1 )) - zk(E-1 ) 
i=1 O<<.i<<.k 
(Zoo  - -  Z k ) (F ,  ). 
Sub-case (a): z~(Ft-x)  ~< maxo<i(k(hi + zi(Ft-i )). 
With induction hypothesis we conclude: 
(1) ~> min (z~(F1), o~i<~kmax(hi+zi(F1)))-zk(F1)-(z~°-zk)(Ft-') 
+z~(F~_~ ) - zk(F~_~ ) - ( z~ - zk )(F,) 
min (z~(F1), max (hi + zi(F1) )'] - zk(F1) - (z~ - zk )(Ft ). 
\ O<~i<~k / 
Sub-case (b): z~(Ft_l ) >>. maxo<~i<~k(hi q- zi(Ft-1 )). 
Here the induction hypothesis is useless: 
t--2 
(1)= ~ (~ - zlzk) (F~,F~+~) 
i=l 
(1) 
+ max (hi +zi(Ft- l))  - zk(Ft-1) - (zoo -- zk)(Ft). 
O~i~k 
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Choose a E 
(1)~> 
>~ 
{0 . . . . .  k} such that ha 4-za(F1) is maximal. By Lemma 10.2 we continue: 
t--2 
E (~ -- ZZk)(Fii, Fii+l) 4- ha 4- za(F t t -1 )  - Zk(Ft - l )  -- (Zoc -- Zk)(Ft) 
i=1 
t -2  
(~ -- Azk )(Fi,Fi+l ) 4- ha 4- zk(Ft- I  ) -- (z k -- Za)(F 1 ) 
i=1 
t -2  
- E ( (~Zk -- AZk )(Fi,Fi+l ) - zk (F t -1  ) -- (zcx~ - -Zk)(Ft)  
i=1 
t--2 
= ~ (~ -- ~Zk)(F i ,F / i+l  ) 4- ha 4- za(F1 ) - zk(F1 ) -- (zcc -- Zk)(Ft). 
i=1 
Finally applying Lemma 10.1 part 3(a) we conclude: 
(1) >1 ha 4- za(F1) -- Zk(F1) -- (Zoc --Zk )(Ftt ) 
(zo,(F1), max (hi + zi(F1 ) )~ -zk (F1) -  (zoo --zk )(Ft). >>. min 
\ O<~i<~k / 
[] 
Lemma 10.4 applies the general bound of Lemma 10.3 to the case that at the be- 
ginning and the end of the sequence of  3-clause-sets we have p ~<k. 
Lemma 10.4. For a sequence (F1 .. . . .  Ft) of 3-clause-sets Fi E 3-cgLP5 e fulfillino p(F1 ), 
p(Ft)<~k and p(F i )>k  for 2<~i<~t - 2 
t--1 
( ~ - Azk )(F~,F~+~ ) >~O 
i=1 
holds. 
Proof. The case t = 1 is trivial. So consider the case t > 1. Applying first Lemma 10.1 
parts 4(a) and 4(b), and then Lemma 10.3 (using p(Ft)<~k) we get 
t--1 
(~ - Azk )(F~,F~+~ ) 
i=1 
t--1 
=(~ - AZk)(F~,F2) + ~ (~ - Azk)(Fi, F~+l) 
i=2 
t--1 
~> max(--hp(F~) + (zk -- Zp(F~))(F2), --(zo~ -- Zk)(F2)) + ~ (ff -- Azk)(Fi,Fi+l )
i=2 
= max(--hp(F~) + (Zk -- Zp(F~))(F2), --(zoo -- zk)(F2)) 
4- min \(zo~(F2)' o~i<<.kmax (hi 4-zi(F2))) -zk(F2). (2) 
In case zoo(F2)~< maxo<~i<~k(hi 4-zi(F2)) obviously (2) >~ 0 holds, and in the other 
case zoo(F2)>~ maxo<~i~k(hi + zi(F2)) use i:=p(F1)<<.k. [] 
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Finally we are able to prove the main result of  this section: 
Theorem 3. For every sequence (F1 . . . . .  Fs) of  3-clause-sets Fi C 3-c~Ae5 a we have 
s--1 
~(Fi,Fi+l)>>-zk(F1)- zk(F,) - -  max hi. 
i=1 iE {0,...,k} 
Proof. The assertion is equivalent o 
S--1 
~ ( ( -  Azk)(Fi,Fi+l) + max hi>/O. 
i=1 i~{0,...,k} 
Consider indices 0=:no<nt< ""  <np<np+l :=s  + 1 with p~O,  p(Fn~) . . . .  ,p(Fnp) 
~k and p(F j )>k  for O<~i<~p and ni + 1 <~j<.ni+l - 1. We reformulate again the 
assertion: 
n~--I p ni+l --1 
y~ (~-Azk)(F j ,F j+1) +}-~. ~ (~-Az~)(Fj ,F j+1) + max hi>~O. 
j= l  i=1 j=nj iC {0,...,k} 
~'~nj--1 By Lemma 10.1 part 3(a) the first part z_,j:l is non-negative, and by Lemma 10.4 
~-~ni+l-- 1 all ~--,j=nj for 1 ~< i ~< p-  1 are also non-negative. It remains to show 
s--1 
(( - Azk)(Fj, Fj+I) + max hi>~O. 
j=np iC {0,...,k} 
In case np =s  we are done, since all hi are non-negative. Otherwise, using Lemma 10.1 
parts 3(a) and 4(a), we conclude: 
s--1 
(~ - Azk)(Fj,Fj+I) + max h~>>.(~ - Azk)(Fn,,F,,+I)+ max h i 
j=np iE {O,...,k} iC {O,...,k} 
>~--hp(F.,)+(zk--Zp(F,,p))(F,,+l)+ max hi>~O. [] 
~c{0,...,k} 
Applying Theorem 3 to Jw3(F0) we get 
Lemma 10.5. VF0 c 3-cgAaAer :~d3(og0)~<n(F0) + ~" maxi~{0,...,k} hi - ~ "zk(ogo) -- 
minwclvs (~3(F0)) mk(w). 
11. The two worst cases and the special choices for the parameters 
Combining the z-Lemma 8.2 with Lemma 9.7, part 2 and Lemma 10.5 we have 
established our basis for the analysis of algorithm JV'3. In this section we motivate and 
define the special parameter values k, (hi)o<.<i<~k and ~ needed for d 3= d3(k, (hi), ~). 
First we introduce some further notions for the computation tree ~3(F0) used fre- 
quently in the sequel. 
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Definition 11.1. For w C nds l (~(Fo) )  we define the following predicates: 
"D"(w) :¢, the branching is degenerated: II(w)l = 1; 
"A"(w) :¢* ~"D"(w) and case (A) holds: p(w)>~2; 
"AA"(w) :¢* "A"(w) and case (3a) of "branchingP¢' holds; 
"AN"(w) :¢* "A"(w) and case (3b) of "branching?~' holds; 
"B"(w) :¢* ~"D"(w) and case (B) holds: p(w) = 1 A Fo(w)t2]kB(w) ¢ O; 
"BN"(w) :¢* "B"(w) and case (3) of "branchingB" holds; 
"BBo"(w) :¢* "B"(w) and case (4a) of "branchingB" holds; 
"BBj"(w) :¢, "B"(w) and case (4b) of "branchingB" holds; 
"C"(w) :¢¢, -~"D"(w) and case (C) holds: p(w) <~ 1 A Fo(w)[2l\B(w) = O. 
Let q~(w) be defined by branching(Fo(w))= (~(w),F(w)), and I(w):=l(~b(w)). 
Let l(w) be the result of branchLitA(F0(w)), branchLitB(F0(w)) or branchLitC(Fo(w)) 
in case "A"(w), "B"(w) or "C"(w). And let 
#o(w) := #~(w)(F(w)), #1(w) := ~ (F(w)). 
New clauses in branch i E I(w) are denoted by 
Ni(w) := N(~i(w ), F(w)), 
N{(w) := Nr( ~i(w),F(w) ).
For i CI(~(w)) let w i be the root of subtree ~3(r(@(w),  F(w))). 
Finally for any edge labeling d of ~(F0) ,  for w E nds(J~3(Fo)) and for i E I(w) we 
use di(w) := dw,(W). 
Note that for w C ndsl(~33(Fo)) with ~"D"(w) and -4'AA"(w) we have I(w) = {0, 1}, 
and that the test assignments are given by 
~i(w) = [(l(w) ~ i)]F(w) 
for i C I(w). Furthermore in cases "A"(w), "BN"(w) and "C"(w) we have F (w)= 
Fo(w), while in general Fo(w) C_F(w) holds (hence N((oi(w),Fo(w)) C Ni(w)), and 
F(w)[  2] =F0(w)  [2] . 
In order to estimate d3(w) we have to give lower bounds on Ain(w) and vi(w), and 
upper bounds on 6izj(w) for O<~j<~k. The next lemma gives the structural facts for 
Ain and vi: 
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Lemma 11.1. The basic facts for the estimation of An and v 
For w E ndsl(~v~3(Fo)) and i E l (w) we have 
1. Ain(w)>~n(~oi(w))>~ 1; 
2. (a) vi(w) = INr(w)l, 
(b) Ain(w) = n(~gi(w)) ~ Ni(w) C_Nr(w); 
(c) --"D"(w) ~ Ni(w),Nir(w) • O. 
Proof. For part 2(b) use property 3(d) of Lemma 5.1, and for part 2(c) use Lemma 
6.1, part 3. [] 
The lower bounds for An and v we need in this section are given in the next lemma. 
Lemma 11.2. Lower bounds for An and v in the cases "AN", "B(N)" and "C" 
Consider w E nds(~'-.~(Fo)) with "AN"(w) V "B"(w) V "C"(w). 
1. (a) n(~i (w) )~#i (w ) ÷ 1 for iE I (w),  
(b) #0(w) ÷ #1(w) =/9(w), 
(c) ~"C"(w) :=> #o(w) >/1. 
2. In case "AN"(w): 
(a) Aln(w)= 1 =~ [N0(w)l t>2, 
(b) Aon(w) = Aln(w) = 2 ~ vo(w), vl(w) >~2. 
3. In case "BN"(w): IN0(w)], INl(w)[ >~3. 
Proof. Part 1 follows from the special choices for l(w) (see Sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.1). 
For part 2 see case (3a) in "branching,¢' (and for 2(b) also use part 1 and 
Lemma 11.1, parts 2(a) and 2(b)). 
And for part 3 see case (3) in "branchingB". [] 
For the cases "AN," "B" and "C" we improve the upper bounds for 6zk from 
Lemma 9.5 as follows. 
Lemma 11.3. Consider F C 3-cg~%#5 a, l C 5ej J -  and j E No U {+oo}. We define the 
partial assignment ~o as (l ~ O) extended by the immediately following 1-clause- 
eliminations: 
q~ :---- (l ~ 0) U (x ~ 1: {l,x} E F[2]). 
We assume that ¢p is indeed a partial assignment (cp c ~dSeS:),  i.e., F does not 
contain clauses { l,x} and {/,Y} at the same time, which is fulfilled for F 6 3-cg~5:r 
(see Property 4(c)from Lemma 5.1). 
By Lemma 9.5 we can estimate the number of eliminated zj-clauses by 
6zj(F, cp • F)  <~ min(j, p(F)) ,  n(qg) = min(j, p(F)) .  (#~(F) ÷ 1 ). 
However the special structure of q~ we did not use yet. For example, if we have 
~o= (l-+O,x---~ 1) for {l,x} EF [2], where all 2-clauses of F are variable-disjoint 
(p(F) = 1 ), then 6zj(F, ~o • F)  = 1 (for j >~ 1 ) holds, while the above bound gives only 
6zj(F, cp • F)~<2. 
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The reason for this difference is that because of #2(F)= 0 all 2-clauses eliminated 
by (l---+ O) are already covered by the Z-clauses eliminated by (x ~ 1 : {l,x} E F[2]). 
For the 9eneral case we easily obtain: 
(i) 6zj(F, ~o • F)  <~ min(j, #tZ(F)) + min(j, p(F)) .  #{(F). 
I f  q~ . F is anew transformed into F' E 3-cg~e5 p such that no new variables are in- 
troduced, and every eliminated 2-clause contains also an eliminated variable (as for 
~o • F --~ r(q~ • F)), then by the triangle inequality from Lemmas 9.3 and 9.5, part 
2(b) we finally get 
(ii) 6zj(F,F') <~ min(j,~lZ(F)) + min(j ,p(F)  . ( An(F,F') - 1). 
Applied to ~(Fo)  we obtain: 
Lemma 11.4. For a node w c nds(~(Fo))  with "AN"(w) V "B"(w) V "C"(w), for 
i c I (w)  and for j c  No U {+cx~} we have 
6izj(w) <<. min(j, #7(w)) + (Ain(w) - 1). min(j, p(w)). 
Now we consider the two worst cases of ~Ar3 mentioned in Section 9.3, leading us 
to the numerical definitions of the parameters k,h and c~. 
11.1. The worst case for "AN" 
Consider w E nds(J~3(F0)) with "AN"(w) and p(w)= k + 1 fulfilling 
#o(w)=p(w)=k + 1 (3  #1(w)=0), 
Aon(w) = #0(w) + 1 = k + 2, 
Aln(w)=#1(w) + 1 = 1. 
Lemma 11.4 yields: 
6ozj(w) <~ (k + 1). j for j E {0 .... , k}, 
61zk(w)<~k, 61zoo(w)<~k + 1. 
Furthermore, applying Lemma 11.2 part 2 and Lemma 11.1 part 2: 
vo(w) ~>2, vl(w) ~> 1. 
Thus assuming 
(Ah): Vj~{o,...,k}[hj<~Z +(k  + l ) . (k - j ) ]  
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we obtain the following upper bounds for (i(w) (see Lemma 9.2, part 2): 
(o(w) ~< max (min(@ozo~(w), max (hj + @ozj(w))) - Vo(W), 6ozk(w)~ 
jC {0,...,k} / 
~<max(  max (h j+ j . (k+l ) ) -2 ,  k . (k+l ) )=k . (k+l ) .  
\ jC  {0,...,k} 
( I (W)  ~< max (min(flZ~(W), max (hi + 61zj(w)))- vl(w), (~lZk(W)~ 
\ j~{o,...,k} ] 
~< max(61z~(w) - Vl(W), 61zk(w))<~k. 
We conclude: 
d3(w)~(k +2-  (k + 1) .k .  ~, 1 - k- ct). (1) 
11.2. The worst case for "'BN" 
Consider w E nds(J~3(F0)) with "BN"(w), Aon(w)=2 and Aln(w)= 1. We assume 
that lower bounds for the number of new 2-clauses are given: vi(w)>>.qiEN for 
i E I(w). 
Lemma 11.4 gives 
6ozo~(w), 61z~(w) ~< 1 (in fact = 1) 
and hence, assuming max(qo, ql)<~hl, Lemma 9.2, part 1 gives for iC {0, 1}: 
~i(w) <<. 1 - q i .  
Thus: 
d3(w)>~(2 + (qo - 1). ~, 1 + (ql - 1). ~). (2) 
11.3. The basis of the bound on the number of leaves of the computation tree, 
depending on the approximation parameter k and the number of new clauses in case 
"BN" 
We define zk, qo, q I as the minimal c-value reachable w.r.t, the branching tuples (1) 
and (2): 
Definition 11.2. For kE  No and qo, ql E t~ we define: 
min max(z (k+2- (k+l ) .k .~t ,  1-k .c t ) ,  Zk, qo,qt O~<~<l/k \ 
z(2 + (qo-  1)- ~, 1 + (ql - 1). ~)~. / 
Trivially we have ZO, qo,qt =z(2,  1 )= 1.618. 
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For k~> 1 the function z(k + 2 - (k + 1) • k • ~, 1 - k • ct) of  0~<a<l /k  is strictly 
decreasing, starting at z(k+2,  1 ), while z(2 +(q0-1  ).~, 1 ÷(q l -  1 ). ~) is increasing (for 
qo, ql  ~>1), starting at z(2, 1 )<z(k  + 2, 1), and hence there is exactly one 0<a<l /k  
where the two functions coincide: 
Definition 11.3. For k, qo, ql  E ~ let ~tk, qo,ql be the solution ~E R, 0<ct<l /k  of 
z (k+2- (k+l ) .k .~,  1-k .~) ,= z (2+(q0-1) .c~,  l+(q l -1 ) .~) .  
Now:  
Zk, qo,q , = z (k  + 2 - (k  + 1). k . O~k, qo,q~, 1 - -  k . O~k, qo, q I ) 
= "~(2 + (q0 -- 1)" O~k, qo,qj, 1 ÷ (ql -- 1)" O~k, qo,q I ). 
Lemma 11.2 part 3 motivates to choose q0 : ql ---3. Using minkc~o zk,3,3 = z2,3,3 38 
are now ready to define the numerical values of the parameters k, h and ~: 
we 
Definition 11.4. The numerical values of the parameters: 
k :=2,  h0:--0, h1:=5,  h2:=2,  h i :=0 for i~>3, ~:=~2,3,3. 
The values of hi, h2 are maximally chosen s.t. condition (Ah) is fulfilled. Numerical 
calculation yield 0(2,3,3 =0.123931.. and z2,3, 3 = 1.504432.. 
12. Local balancings of distances 
In this section we present our method of handling the situation where the z-value 
of one node is "bad" but in the neighbourhood there are nodes with "good" z-value 
which can compensate the "bad" value. 
A possibility to handle this situation is to build composite branching tuples in the 
way of Lemma 8.4. We prefer to shift "surplus" since it is easier to handle 39 and 
allows to share surplus' between different nodes. 
Definition 12.1. For a branching tuple t E M J -  and an envisaged z-value fl > 1 (in case 
t has breadth one also fl = 1 is possible) we define the surp lus  a#(t )  of t w.r.t, fl as 
a~(t) := sup{ 2 E ~ : t - 2 C ~- -  A z(t  - 2) ~<fl }, 
38 We will not prove the optimality of our choice of the parameters since it does not matter for the bound. 
39 For a "bad" node w with a "good" successor wt we are not able to fix the type of w' (for example, 
if we know p(w')~>2, then nevertheless we can have "AN"(w), "AA"(w) or "D"(w)(!)) and thus, when 
using composite branching tuples we had to consider all compositions of the branching tuple at w with the 
branching tuples of all the different cases at w', since replacing in a composite branching tuple one of the 
component tuples by a tuple with a better z-value can nevertheless impair the total z-value(!) - however 
when shiffing surplus' we only have to guarantee that in all cases for w' the needed surplus is available, 
which can be done by looking at those cases alone (no combination with the node which needs "support" 
is needed), and thus can be used also for different ypes of nodes w. 
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where t - 2 for t=(t l , . . . , ts)  is t=(q  - 2,...,ts - 2). 
Some remarks: (the breadth of  t we denote by It[) 
1. Using min( t ) := minl<.i<,ti for t=( t l  . . . . .  ts) we have t -  2EM~-- ¢:~ )~< min(t) 
(in case of s = 1 also 2 = min(t) is possible). 
2. If Itl > 1 then a/~(t)< min(t) holds, while otherwise we have al~(t)=- min( t )= t. 
3. For Itl > 1 we have 
lim v ( t -2 )=+oc  and lira z ( t -2 )= l  
2Zmin(t) 2--, -oc  
and thus indeed at~(t ) is well defined, and since r is continuous we could define 
a by using the "max" instead of the "sup." 
4. (a) a/~(t)>~O ¢~, ~(t)<~fl, 
(b) z(t - trB(t)) = fl for Itl > 1. 
Lemma 12.1. Consider a tree T with distance function d, nodes wo, w c ndsl(T) with 
w c dsv(w0) and a real number s E •. 
We define the edge labelin9 d[wo, w,s] as equal to d except for the edges (wo, w) 
and (w, vi), where dsr (w)= {vl . . . . .  Vm}: 
d[w0, w,s](wo, w) := d(wo, w) + s, 
d[wo, w, s](w, 1) i ) := d(w, vi) - s. 
d[wo, w, s] has the same maximal sum as d: 
~_, d[wo, w, s](root (T)) = }2d(root (T)). 
I f  -d(wo, w)<s<~a~(d(w)) for /~>1 holds, then d[wo, w,s] is a distance function for 
T with 
~(d[w0, w, s](w)) ~</~. 
"Bad" cases with T(d3(w))>~'2,3,3 for w C nds(~(F0) )  occur, at least according to 
our analysis, in the following three situations: 
(1) In case "C"(w) the branching at w is a poor one, but for compensation we 
have "br-autarkness" (compare Lemma 6.1, part 4), guaranteeing that the im- 
mediate predecessor w0 of w has property "D"(w0), and so we can replace d 3 by 
d3[wo, w,~v2,3,3(w)]. (See Lemma 13.4.) 
If w is the root of  ~ (F0), then we introduce a "virtual" predecessor o9~, increas- 
ing the maximal sum }--~ d3(~ ' )  only by a constant. See Lemma 13.14. 
(2) Under certain circumstances in case "BBl"(w) one new 2-clause is "missing," but 
then we know that for one direct successor w ~ of w there is a variable occurring 
in both signs in the 2-clauses, which assures a surplus at w ~ of at least 1 • 
(compensating the "missing" clause). So we replace d 3 by d3[w,w t,or]. 
(3) And also under certain circumstances in case "AN"(w) we need a surplus from 
one direct successor. 
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Some difficulties arise with (2) and (3): Although we know that we have a favourable 
situation at w p, which "should" yield a surplus of ~, the algorithm must deviate from 
what we expect in the following three cases: 
(i) the branching rule behaves different (for example "AA"(w) may happen); or 
(ii) the branching at w I is in fact degenerated, i.e., "D"(w t) holds; 
(iii) or w' even is a leaf: w' E lvs(~3(F0)) .  
(i) is handled by showing that in all possible cases the surplus ~ is guaranteed. See 
Lemma 13.9. 
In case (ii) we have to be careful, since the surplus at w / is possibly also used for 
(1). Fortunately we need only the amount ~ in (2) and (3), and so it suffices to show 
O~ - -  ar2,3.3(w)~d3(wo) f r the situation in (1). See Lemma 13.4. 
And to handle case (iii) we just increase the maximal sum }-~d 3 by c~. See 
Lemma 13.14. 
13. The estimation of Zmax(d 3, ~j(F0)) 
In this section we finally conclude the proof of Theorem 2. In order to do so, 
we have to show that for all branching tuples t in ~(F0) ,  induced by the distance 
function d 3 (in some cases modified according to the foregoing section), the estimation 
"r(t)~<'c2,3,3 holds. The values r(t) are computed by numerical calculations. 
The reader who wants to verify z(t)~< r2,3,3 can do this by simply checking that 
m 
-- t i 
"t'2,3, 3 ~ 1 
i--1 
holds, where t = (t l , . . . ,  tm). 
We start by a general ower bound for d 3, easily obtained from the general 6zk-bound 
of Lemma 9.6 when using the special values for ho, hi, h2: 
Lemma 13.1. Consider a node wEnds l (~(F0) )  and i E l(w). Using the abbrevia- 
tions An := Ain(w) and v := vi(w) we have the following general bounds: 
1. (a) (i(w)~<2 q- An + max(3, An) - min(v,2), 
(b) ~"D"(w) =~ (i(w)<~ 1 + An + max(3, An). 
2. (a) d3(w)>.An • (1 - 2c 0 - ~. (max(5 - An,2) - min(v,2)), 
(b) -~"D"(w) ~ d3i(w)>~An . (1 - 2cQ - c~. max(4 - An, 1). 
Before obtaining in the next lemma (as an easy application) a criterion for nodes 
with a surplus of at least a, we introduce the following convention: 
Definition 13.1. For tuples t=(t l  . . . . .  tp) and t'=(t~ . . . . .  tq) the relation t>>.t' is ful- 
filled iff p = q holds and for all 1 ~< i ~< p we have ti >>- t[. 
Lemma 13.2. For a node wEnds(~(F0) )  with ] I (w) l=2,  An(w)>.(2,2) and 
~ici(w) Ain(w)>~6 we have a~2,3,3(d3(w))~>c~. 
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Proof. Apply Lemma 13.1, part 2(b) to the cases An(w)>~(3,3) and An(w)>.(2,4), 
getting d3(w) >~ (3 - 7~). (1, 1 ) resp. d3(w) >~ (2 - 6~, 4 - 9c~). Numerical calculations 
yield z((3 - 87).(1,  1))=- 1.41.. and z(2 - 77,4 - 10~)= 1.46.. [] 
13.1. The case "D" of degeneration, and case "C" 
Immediately from Lemma 13.1 we get the following estimation of the surplus at a 
node belonging to case "D" (using the numerical value for ~): 
Lemma 13.3. Consider w E nds(~5(F0)) with "D"(w). 
1. 17,:2,3,3(d3(w))~O~. 
2. I f  An(w)>~2 holds, then we have a~,3.3(d3(w))~>2- 7e. 
Lemma 13.4. For a node w Ends(J~3(F0)) with "C"(w), which is not the root of 
JS~.~(Fo) and thus has a direct predecessor w0 E ~;(F0) ,  we have the following: 
1. trr2.3.3(d3(w0))~>2 - 7~; 
2. z(d3[wo, w, - (2  - 8c~)](w)) ~<z(3 - 9~,3 - 9c~)-- 1.44... < ~2,3,3. 
Proof. By Lemma 11.1, part 2(c) we know that "D"(wo) holds. 
Furthermore, Lemma 6.1, part 4 gives us An(wo)>1 2, since the additional assumption 
in Lemma 6.1, part 4, called ( . )  here, is fulfilled as the following argumentation shows: 
Assume An(wo)= 1. Thus Fo(wo)¢F(wo) must hold (otherwise we could use 
E := ~ for ( . ) ) .  
We conclude that JV~ on input Fo(wo) must have passed instructions (4a) or 
(4b) in "branchingB", because these are the only places in JV3 where the input 
is changed. 
Furthermore q3~ = ~b(w0) from Lemma 6.1, part 4 corresponds to variable q31 from 
"branchingB", i.e., q3(w0) = (l ~ 1) for l :=branchLitB(F0(wo)), since n(q30)~>2 
holds (there is a 2-clause C EF~Z](wo) with l E C, and thus the 1-clause-closure, 
performed by "eval" in instruction (2) of "branchingB", adds (at least) one addi- 
tional variable to (l ---+ 0)). 
Now if "branchingB" has passed (4a) we can set E :=B~3l(Fo(wo)), and in case 
(4b) we set E := 0. 
The previous Lemma 13.3 now gives ~r~.3.3(d3(w0))>~2- 7c~. From that surplus we 
can use 2 - 8ct, since 1~ must be saved for a (possible) "negative surplus" at the 
predecessor of w0. 
Because of p(w)~< 1 we immediately get from Lemma 9.2, part 1 and Lemma 9.6 
the estimation 
d3(w)/>(1 -ct).(Aon(w),Aln(w))>/(1 -~,1  -~) .  [] 
13.2. The case "AA" 
Definition 13.2. For w Ends(J-s3(Fo)) with "AA"(w) let tp(w) be the parameter ¢p of 
procedure "GenAut" (see Section 6.3.2) at the last call, so that there are literals a,b 
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with N(rp(w),Fo(w)) = {{a, b}) and 
~o(W) = [(a ~ O, b --+ O)]Fo(w), 
(01 (w) = [(a ~ O, b --+ 1) U (W)]Fo(w), ~:(w)  = [(a ~ 1) tO ~O(W)]Fo(w ). 
(In case l(w)l = 2 one of these assignments i in fact not present in ~b(w).) 
The general estimation of 6zk from Lemma 9.6 we have to refine for the "General- 
ized Autarkness branching" (remember Section 4.3) in those cases, where applying the 
1-clause-closure (Definition 5.2) has "no additional effect." In fact we prove the fol- 
lowing general result: 
Consider a "test-system" (~kl . . . . .  ffp) of partial assignments created by binary branch- 
ing (corresponding to a binary tree where each inner node is labeled by the "branching 
variable"). 
Extend the ff to ~k i such that the additional variables are taken from a fixed set V 
of variables (apart from that the extensions are arbitrary). 
If now for each ~O i the 1-clause-closure (with respect o a certain clause-set F)  does 
not add new variables, and also the empty clause is not created, then each ~k/~ only 
effects 2-clauses which contain some variables from V. 
Lemma 13.5. Consider F E 3-cg~5 p and V c_ ~lPd. 
Consider a "test system" (tPl . . . . .  ~bp) of partial assignments 9enerated by the fol- 
lowing rule, startin9 with the trivial test system (~): 
• I f  (tPl ..... ~,,) already has been generated, choose 1 ~i  <~m and 9enerate 
(~.t 1. . . .  , ~/i-- 1, ~/i+1 . . . . .  ~m, ~ti ' [--J (V---+ 0),  ~i U (v -'-'+ 1}) 
for a variable v q~ Var(~). 
Consider (finally) any system (~k;,... ,~p) of partial assignments fulfilling 
Vi c {1 . . . . .  p} : ~'i c ff/~ A Var(¢i)\Var(¢i) C V. 
Assume 
( . )  VIE{1 . . . . .  p}:(Of*F)[°' l]=O. 
Then for all i E { 1 ..... p} we have: 
(i) {C c F [2] : Var(ff/) A Var(C) ~ 0} C{C C F [2] : Var(C) f~ V ~ 0}. 
(ii) I f  especially V = Var(~o) for some q~ E ~¢SP5¢ holds: 5zk(F, ~[ * F)  <<. 
6zk(F, ¢p * F). 
Proof. Part (ii) follows immediately from part (i) by Lemma 9.4, part 1. 
Assume there is a 2-clause C E F [2] with Var(~() fG Var(C) ¢ 0 and Var(C) M V = ~. 
It follows Var(~ki) fq Var(C) ~ ~. 
Let C = {l,x} with Var(l) E Var(ffi). 
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Due to the construction of (~Ol,...,~p) there is ffi, with ~i,(/)=0. Because of 
assumption (*) (concerning 1-clauses) we have ~[,(x)= 1, and thus also ~ki,(x)= 1
holds (using Var(x)~ V). 
Now by the same argumentation (but with x instead of l) there must also be ¢i,, 
fulfilling ~i,,(x)=0 and ~i,,(/)= 1. 
Due to the construction of the test-system (~1 .. . . .  ffp) the following is true: 
If there are ~9jl and tpj2 with ~j,(a)--0, ~j l (b )  = 1 and ~p:(a)= 1, ~O:(b)=0 for 
any literals a,b, a ¢b,  then there must be ~hj3 with ~Oj3(a ) = ~Oj3(b)= O. 
Hence we get a contradiction to (*) (concerning the 0-clause). [] 
Lemma 13.6. For a node w Ends(Y-~(Fo)) with "AA"(w) we have a,2,3,3(da(w))~a. 
Proofi To start with, first note that due to instruction (3) in "branchingS' we have 
n(q~(w)) ~> 2. 
Let N(~o(w),Fo(w))= {{a,b}}. There is {a,b,e} EF0(w) [3] with ~o(c)=0 and 
[(a---~O,b--+O)]Fo(w) D_(a---~O,b---~O,c--* 1). 
Thus in case II(w)l=2 we know An(w)>~(3,3) and therefore we can apply 
Lemma 13.2, yielding the assertion. 
For the remainder of the proof assume II(w)l =3 (and so I (w)= {0, 1,2}). 
With respect o An and v we have the following estimations (see instructions (2) 
and (3b) of "GenAut", and apply Lemma 11.1, part 2(b)): 
Aon(w)/> 3, (1) 
Aln(w) >~ 2 + n(q~(w)) ~>4, (2) 
Azn(w) >~ 1 + n(q~(w))>~3, (3) 
Aon(w) = 3 A n(qg(w)) = 2 ~ Vo(W) >~2, (4) 
A 1 n(w) = 2 + n(qg(w)) ~ vl (w)/> 2, (5) 
A2n(w) = 1 + n(q~(w)) ~ v2(w)/>2. (6) 
In case n(~o(w))>~3 Lemma 13.1, parts 2(a) and 2(b), and (5), (6) give 
z(d3(w) - ~) <<, z((3-(1 -2=) -a . (2 -  1),5-(1 -2a) -a . (2 -2 ) ,  
4. (1 - 2a) - a. (2 - 2)) - ~) = 1.48..<z2,3,3. 
The case n(q)(w))=2 remains. 
In this case procedure "GenAut" cannot have entered the "loop" in (3b) but must 
have executed (3a) immediately. 
Furthermore 
~o(w) = (l ~ O,x ~ 1) 
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holds for some Z-clause {l ,x}CFo(w)[  2] with #2(w)=#~(w)=l  
due to instruction (3) in "branchingA7 and Lemma 11.2, parts 
(branchLitA(F0(w)) E { l, 7}). 
Because of p(w)= 2, Lemma 9.2, part 1 yields for i E I (w)  
(i(w) = 6izk(w) - min(vi(w), 2). (7) 
Sub-case I." An(w)=(3 ,4 ,3 ) .  
Here we can apply Lemma 13.5, part (ii) (and Lemma 11.1, part 2(a) as well as 
Lemma 9.3, part 2) and get 
6iz~(w) <~ &k(Fo(w), ~o(w) • Fo(w) ), 
while by Lemma 11.3 we obtain 
6zk(Fo(w), q)(w) • Fo(w) ) <~ 1 + 2.1 = 3. 
Altogether we have (using (4)-(6)) :  
z (d3(w) -  c~) <~ ~((3 - ~.(3 - Z ) ,4 -  ~.(3 - 2),3 - ~.(3 - Z ) ) -  c~) 
= 1.43.. < z2,3,3. 
For the rest of the proof the estimation 6 izk(w)~2.  din(w) from Lemma 9.6 suffices 
for (7). 
Sub-case II: An(w) >~ (3, 5, 3). 
z (d3(w) -  ~) ~ z((3 - ~ . (6 -  2 ) ,5 -  c~-(10-  1 ) ,3 -  :~ . (6 -  2 ) ) -  ~) 
= 1.48.. < z2,3,3. 
The (better) sub-cases An(w)>>.(3,4,4) and dn(w)>~(4,4,3) are handled analo- 
gously. [] 
Before turning to case "AN" we complete in the next subsection our list of cases 
which yield a surplus of at least e. 
13.3. Sufficient conditions for  a surplus of  at least 
The next lemma combines the estimations from Lemmas 9.2 and 11.4 (omitting the 
straight-forward proofs). 
Lemma 13.7. For w E nds(~(F0) )  with "AN"(w) and i c I (w)= {0, 1} we have 
1. p(w) = 2 =~ (i(w) <<,#~(w) + 2Ain(w) - 2 - min(vi(w),2), 
2. p (w)= 3/x Ain(w)>~2 =:~ ~i(w) <~#~(w) ÷ 3Ain(w) - 4. 
Lemma 13.8. For wCnds(~3(F0))  with "AN"(w) and An(w)>~(2,2) we have 
o'T2,3.3 (d3 (w)) 1> c~. 
and p( w ) = 2, 
l(a) and l(b) 
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Proof. Because of Lemma 13.2 we assume Aon(w)+ Aln(w)~< 5. Lemma 1 1.2 part 1 
gives #i(w) <~ Ain - 1 for i E I(w). 
Case I: An(w)=(2 ,2) .  
By Lemma 11.2 part 2(b) we have vo(w),vl(w)>~2. Thus Lemma 13.7 part 1 gives 
z(d3(w) - ~) ~< r((2,2) - 2c~) = 1.48.. <z2,3,3. 
Case II." Aon(w) 4- A ln (w)= 5. 
By Lemma 13.7 parts 1 and 2 we get ~i(w)<~#?(w)+ 3A in(w) -  4. Altogether: 
"c(d3(w) - 7)~<z(2 - 5c~,3 - 7~)= 1.49.. <'c2,3,3. [] 
Using Lemmas 13.3, 13.6, 13.8, and the selection condition for the branching literal 
in "branchLitb;' (see Section 6.3.1) we immediately get: 
Lemma 13.9. For wCndsl(J.~.~5(F0)) s.t. there is a var&ble v occurring maximally 
often and in every sign at least once, i.e., fulfilling 
3v E Var(w) : (#~ 4- #~)(w)= p(w) A min(#Zv(w), #~(w)) ~> 1 
we can infer az2,3.3(d3(w)) >1 c~. 
13.4. The case "AN"  
We complete our estimations for ~i in case "AN" as follows, again combining 
Lemma 9.2 and Lemma 11.4 (and again omitting the easy proofs). 
Lemma 13.10. For w E nds(J~.t;(F0)) with "AN"(w), p(w) >~ 3 and A in(w) = 1 we have 
1. ~o(w) <~ 2Aon(w) - min(v0(w), 2), 
2. ~l(w)~< min(p(w),6) - 1. 
Lemma 13.11. Consider w E nds(J~;(F0)) with "AN"(w). Assume w 1 is not a leaf o f  
~.~ (Fo ). Then 
v(d 3 [w, w 1, max(min(~2.3.3 ( d3 ( wl ) ), ~ ), 0 )] (w) ) < v2, 3, 3 
holds. 
Proof (Outline). We consider two main cases: p (w)=2 (case I) and p(w)~>3 
(case II). 
Since in case II "enough" variables disappear, it is the easier case and can be handled 
by means of Lemma 13.10. 
If  in case I not "enough" variables vanish, and not "enough" new 2-clauses are 
created in the branch w---~Wl, then we have to look more carefully at the special 
situation (in cases 1.1, 1.2, 1.3): 
We have two occurrences {l(w), a}, {l(w), b} c F0(w) [21 of the branching literal l (w) 
in the 2-clauses of Fo(w). I f  these two clauses are the only occurrences of Var(a) and 
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Var(b), then we can improve our (general) bound 6ozk(w)~<4 in branch w--~w ° by 
6ozk(w)=2 (case 1.1). 
Otherwise (I.2, 1.3) we can apply Lemma 13.9 to w 1 (since the one new 2-clause 
brings a complementary literal into play), getting a surplus a~2.3.3(d3(w 1))~>~. 
Proof. Due to Lemma 13.8 we assume Aln(w)= 1, and thus by Lemmas 11.1 and 
11.2 we have 
q)I(W)=(I(w)-'-+I), #I(W)  = 0, NI(W) C N~(w) 
#o(w) = p(w), Aon(w) >>. p(w) + 1. 
Case I: p(w)= 2. Lemma 13.7, part 1 and Lemma 11.2, part 2(a) give 
(o(w) <<. 2Aon(w) - 2 - min(vo(w),2), (1) 
~l(W) ~< 2 - min(vl(w),2)~< 1, (2) 
do(w) >>- Aon(w). (1 - 2~) + (2 + min(vo(w),2)), c~ (3) 
~> 3(1 - 2~) + 4c~ = 3 - 2c~, (4) 
d l (w) /> 1 - c~. (5 )  
I f  Aon(w)>~4, then (3) and (5) give d3(w)~>(4-  5~, 1 -c~) and thus z(d3(w))< 
"/72,3,3. 
Thus we assume Aon(w)=3 in the following (and hence in fact v0(w)~>2 is the 
case). 
If Vl(W)~>2, then by (2) and (4) we have 
z(d3(w)) <~ z(3 - 2e, 1 ) = 1.494.. < "~2,3,3. 
So let us assume Vl(W)= 1 for the rest of case I. Now we have to consider Fo(w 1 ) in 
detail. To begin with just note (remember Lemma 5.1, part 3(d)) 
N1 (w) = Nf(w), FO(W 1 )[2] = ((~1 (W) . Fo(w))[2l. 
Using l := l(w) there are 2-clauses {l, a}, {l, b} E Fo(w) with 
q3o(W) = <l---~ 0,a ~ 1, b---, 1>. 
Lemma 5.1, part 4(g) yields 
#7(Fo(w)) = #~(Fo(w)) = yl(W) = 1. 
Let {1,x, y} E F(wo) the -]-occurrence in Fo(w). Lemma 5.1, part 4(f)i gives 
{ l, 2}, { l, y} E Fo (w)[21, =~ {7, x, y} = { l, ~, b}, 
and thus 
Fo( w 1 )[21 = ( Fo( w )[2]\ { { l, a }, { l, b}}) U {{~,b}}, 
from which we conclude p(w 1) 42. 
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Case 1.1:(#2 + #~)(Fo(w)) = (#2 + #2)(Fo(w)) = 1. 
Now 
Fo(w°) [21 2 Fo(w)[2]\{{l, a}, {l, b}} 
holds. It follows 6ozk(w)= 2, yielding (recall Lemma 9.2) 
~o(w) <~ 8ozk(w) - min(v0(w), 2) = 0 : 
"c(d3(w)) ~'c(3, 1 - ~)= 1.497..<'c2,3,3. 
Case 1.2:(#2 + #2)(Fo(w)) = 2. 
Due to the selection condition in "branehLitP~' we have #~(Fo(w))=0,  
#a(Fo(w))=2.  Hence there is a 2-clause {a,u} EFo(w) with Var(u)#Var( l ) ,  and we 
know 
{a, u}, {~,b} CFo(w I ) 
with p (w l )=2.  Now we are enabled to apply Lemma 13.9, getting a~2,3,3(d3(w))>~. 
Finally, using (4), (5): 
z(d3[w, wl ,~](w))<~(3 - 2a, 1 - a + a) < ~2,3,3. 
Case 1.3:(#2 + #2)(Fo(w))= 2. Analogously to ease 1.2. 
Case II: p(w) >~ 3. 
By Lemma 13.10 and Lemmas 11.1, 11.2 we obtain the estimations 
d3o(W) >1 Aon(w). (1 - 2~) + a. min(vo(w), 2) 
>~(p(w) + 1).(1 - 2c 0 + 2~, 
d~(w)/> 1 - ~. min(p(w) - 1,5). 
d3(w)>~t(p(w)) := ((p(w) + 1)-(1 - 2c 0 + 2~, 1 - ~. min(p(w) - 1,5)). 
Calculating r(t(3))=r2,3,3, ~(t(4))=1.46.., r ( t (5) )=l .44. . ,  r ( t (6) )=l .44. ,  and 
(p (w)>~7~t(p(w) )>t (6) ) ,  the proof of Lemma 13.11 is finished. [] 
13.5. The case "B" 
The last part in the series of Lemmas 13.7 and 13.10 is 
Lemma 13.12. For w E nds(~(Fo) )  with "B"(w) and for i c I (w) 
~i(w) <~ Ain(w) + i - 1 - min(vi(w), 5) 
holds. 
Lemma 13.13. Consider w ~ nds( J~(Fo))  with "B"(w). Assume w ~ is not a leaf of  
~(Fo) .  Then we have 
r(d3[w, w l, max(min(a~.3.~ (d3 (w I )), ~), 0)](w)) ~< r2,3,3. 
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Proof ((Rough) Outline). Since the "normal case ....  BN"(w) has been constitutional 
for the bound (recall Section 11), the critical cases are "BB0"(w) and "BBI"(w). 
In these cases JV3 adds blocked 3-clauses with the aim to create additional new 
2-clauses after branching (two new 2-clauses are already assured by the reduction 
process (remember Section 5) and the choice of the branching literal). 
In fact these new 3-clauses become liminated after branching (in the branch where 
only two new 2-clauses have been created) or become 2-clauses (in the other branch(!)) 
since they all contain the branching literal. 
If all these new 3-clauses (really) yield new and additional 2-clauses we have no 
problems. More difficult are the cases where these 2-clauses either are already present 
(i.e., are not "new"), or do coincide with those two new 2-clauses mentioned above 
or among one another (i.e., they are not "additional"). 
In these "overlapping" cases (finally) the surplus established by Lemma 13.9 com- 
pensates the missing new 2-clause. 
Proofi First we consider the combinatorial situation in some detail. 
By Lemma 5.1, part 4(e) we see, using l :=/(w): 
(b o := (bo(w) = (l --+ O,x -~ 1), q31 := 6bl(w ) = (l --~ 1), 
where 
{l,x} EF0 := F0(w) 
is the /-occurrence in 171o zl. Due to Lemma 5.1, part 4(f)i there is also 
{ l, y,z} E F[o 3], 
where by Lemma 5.1, parts 4(e) and 4(g) Var(x)~Var({y,z}) holds. 
Since {l,x} is not blocked for x w.r.t. Fo (see Section 6.4.1), there is 
{2, u, V} EF~ 31 
with Var(l)q~ Var({u, v}), and Lemma 5.1, part 4(h) gives {u, v} # {y,z}. Hence 
N(~o,Fo) D_ {{u,v},{y,z}}, IN(~b0,F0) 1/>2. (1) 
Now let us look at the l-occurrences in F0. Because of p(F0) = 1 and using Lemma 5.1, 
part 4(f)ii we have #7(F0)~>2, and thus there exist 
{7,a,b},{7,e,d}CF~ 31 
with {a, b} ¢ {e, d}. Lemma 5.1, part 4(e) yields x ~ {a, b, e, d} (however ~ E {a, b, c, d} 
is possible). We conclude 
N(o)l,Fo) D_ {{a, b}, {c,d}}, IN(~b~,Fo)] ~>2. (2) 
(By the way, (of course) Lemma 5.1, part 4(g) is also used here.) 
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Now we turn to the estimation of d3(w). Lemma 13.12 gives 
d3o(W) >1 Aon. (1 - ~) + ~. (1 + min(vo, 5)) (3) 
~> 2.(1 - ~) + ~.(1 + 2)=2 + c~, (4) 
d~(w) >i Aon .(1 - ~) + c~. min(vl,5) (5) 
>I 1 - (1 -~)+c¢.2=1+c~,  (6) 
where rOll :=rOll(W) and Ao/ln := Ao/ln(w). 
I f  Ao~>3, then (3) and (6) yield 
r(d3(w)) ~<T(3- (1 - ~) + c¢. (1 + 1), 1 + ~) = ~(3 - ~, 1 + ~) = 1.45.. <~2,3,3. 
Furthermore, in ease A1 >12 we obtain by (4) and (5) 
r(d3(w)) ~< v(2 + ~, 2. (1 - ~) + c¢)= v(2 + c¢, 2 - ~)= 1.41.. < T2,3,3. 
Thus we assume Ao=2 and A I= I  in the sequel. By Lemma 11.1, part 2(b) it 
follows 
Ni(w) C Nr(w) 
for i Cl(w). Moreover (see Lemma 5.1, part 3(d)): 
Fo(w g) = (Fo\ { { l,x} } ) U Nr(w). 
In ease "BN"(w) (3) and (5) just give 
z(d3(w)) ~<z(2 + 2~, 1 + 2~) ='~2,3,3. 
So let us assume "BB0"(w) or "BBI"(w) is the case. Note that in our situation we 
can describe these cases as follows: 
"BBo"(w) ¢:~ N(~bo,Fo) = {{u, v}, {y,z}),  (7) 
"BBI"(w) C:~N(~oo,Fo)D {{u,v),{y,z}} AN(~Ol,Fo)={{a,b},{c,d}}. (8) 
Case I: "BBo"(w). Here we have 
F := F(w) = Fo U BT(Fo )[31. 
I f  #t(Fo)>~3 would be the case, then there would be {l,x',y'} EF  [3] with {x',y'} 
{x,y) and {x',y'}CN(~bo,Fo), and by Lemma 5.1, part 4(h) also {x',y'}¢{u,v} 
would hold, contradicting case I (see (1)). 
So we conclude #t(Fo)=2,  and therefore 
BT(Fo) = BT(Fo) [3] = {{7,~,y}, {7,~,z}}. 
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Because of p(F0)= 1 and {l,x}EFo we have {~,y},{ff,2} ~F0, and thus 
Nl(W) _D {{a, b}, {c,d}, {2, y}, {X',~.}}. 
Now Lemma 5.1, part 4(i) (stating the absence of blocked 3-clauses in F0) gives 
INl(w)l/>4, ~ Vl 1>4, 
and thus by (4), (5) we get 
"c(d3(w)) ~< 7:(2 q- ~, 1 + 3~)= 1.496.. < "C2,3, 3. 
The remaining case is 
Case II: "BBl"(w). We have 
F = Fo U Bt(Fo)[31. 
If ("just by chance") vl ~>3 holds, then (again) r(d3(w))~<r(2 + 2~, 1 + 2~) = T2,3, 3 is 
the case. So we assume Vl = 2, i.e., 
N~(w) : {{a,b}, {c,d}}. 
Hence #7(F0)= 2 must hold, and we infer (recall (2)): 
Bt(Fo) = {{/,~,~}, {/,~,d}, {/,b,~}, {l,b, d}} N (g2~ °. (9) 
Here two things could happen: 
(i) in case {a,b} n {c,d} ¢ 0 some of these clauses would in fact be 2-clauses; and 
(ii) in case {a,b} n {c,d} 7~(3 some of these clauses would in fact be no clauses (!) 
(therefore we added "n <g~"). 
Case (i) is easy to handle, since in our situation we simply have {a,b} n {c,d} =0: 
Assume {a,b} n {c,d} 7~0. W.l.o.g.: a=c. 
Now Lemma 5.1, part 4(f)i gives {/,8} EFo, thus {l,~}={l,x}, but this is impos- 
sible since {l,x} is not blocked for l w.r.t. Fo (see Section 6.4.1) - contradiction. 
Case (ii) is more complicated. We will show that now either v0~>5 with 
z(d3(w))<~'c(2 + 4cq 1 + c~)= 1.497.. <z2,3,3 
or o'z2,3,3(w))~ with 
v(d3[w, wl,c~](w))<~(2 + 2~, 1 + c~ -t- ~) ='c2,3,3 
(or both) must hold. To that end assume v0 ~<4 and a ...... (w) <c~. 
Now Lemma 13.9 assures {a,b} n {c,d} ¢0, and thus 
BI(Fo)=Bt(Fo) [3], IBt(Fo)I =4. 
Furthermore, Lemma 13.9 yields 
{8, b,~, d} n Lit (Fo\{{l,x}}) = 0, 
since otherwise we had, say, {~,e} EFo and thus {a,b},{-d,e} EFo(w~). 
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We conclude (recall x ~ {a, b, e, d}) 
~o * B~(Fo ) c_ No(w). 
In case x(~ {~,b,3,d} we had [~b o * Bl(Fo)]--4. Lemma 5.1, part 4(i) gives {y,z} 
~o * B~(Fo), and thus we had [No(w)] ~>4 + 1 = 5 contradicting Vo ~<4. 
So, finally, x~{~,b,-d,d} must hold. W.l.o.g.: x=a,  i.e., 
and 
{l,x) = {l,~) 
{{~,~}, {b,d}} c_ No(w). 
Since we assumed [N(~bo, Fo)[~>3 and vo~<4, one of {b,~}, {b,d} must already be 
present in N(~bo,Fo): 
{{b,~}, {b,d}} NN( (oo,Fo) ¢ O. 
Since by Lemma 5.1, part 4(i) we have {l,b,~},{l ,b,d} ~Fo, it follows 
{~,b,~} EFo V {~,b,d} CFo. 
W.l.o.g.: {~,b,~} EFo. Thus 
{~,b,~), {~,b} C q3, *F  
({~,b) =~b I * {1,a,b}), and now Lemma 5.1, part 6 establishes 
{~,~} EFo(w 1 ) V {b,~} c Fo(wl). 
However we have {c,d} cFo(w 1) as well, contradicting Lemma 13.9. [] 
13.6. The final step 
Lemma 13.14. For all Fo C 3-cgSfSPr there is a distance function d for ~5(Fo) with 
1. "Cmax(d, ~ (Fo))) ~ ~2,3,3, 
2. ~ d(root (~-~(Fo)))<~n(Fo) - c, where c := 1 - ~. 
Proof. Lemma 10.5 yields (using COo = root (~5(Fo))) :  
d3(~o0) <~n(Fo) + e.  5 - ~. 0 - 3 • (1 - e )= n(Fo) + 8~ - 3, 
where mk(w) >7 n(w) - ~. n(w) = n(w). (1 - ~) ~> 3. (1 - ~) for w E nds(~ (Fo)) follows 
by Lemma 9.1, part 6(c) and Lemma 5.1, part 4(a). 
Performing the balancings of d 3 according to Lemmas 13.4, 13.11 and 13.13 (see 
Lemma 12.1 ), getting d, increases the maximal sum by at most (2 -  8~)+ e = 2 -  7~. 
Thus 
~-~d(coo)<~n(Fo) + 8~ - 3 + 2 - 7e = n(Fo) - (1 - e). 
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Lemmas 13.3, 13.4, 13.6, 13.11 and 13.13 together with 12.1 give Zmax(d,~3(F0))~< 
~'2,3,3. [] 
Now the z-Lemma 8.2 together with Lemma 13.14 and 2-c=0.5448.. proves 
Theorem 2. 
14. Final remarks 
14.1. Blocked clauses and Extended Resolution 
Extended Resolution, introduced in [32], allows the extension of the set F0 of 
premises by repeated applications ofF/---~ F/+I =F/U {{l,~,b}, {l,a}, {l,b}} for Var (l) 
Var (F/). For the known "difficult" formulas or clause-sets (e.g. pigeonhole formulas 
and formulas corresponding to graphs via the Tseitin-construction [32]) Extended Res- 
olution admits polynomial-size proofs and hence till today no super-polynomial lower 
bound for Extended Resolution is known. 
By observing that the clauses {l, d, b}, {l, a}, {l, b} are just blocked clauses (for l 
respectively 7 and for every order of addition), we can easily generalize this concept 
by allowing the addition of arbitrary blocked clauses. In this way we get a more 
symmetric oncept of extensions, and also it is possible now to add (blocked) new 
clauses without new variables (as used in sff3). 
Definition 14.1. E E cgSeSa is called a simple blocked extension for F E cgL, eSP if there 
is an order E = {C1 .. . . .  Cm} such that 
Vl<~i<<.m:Ci is blocked w.r.t. FU{C1 . . . . .  Ci-1} 
holds. A simple (K, K')-resolution proof ~ of C from F E cgSaSa for K, K ~ E t~0 U {+c~} 
and C E cg~ is a resolution proof of C from F U E, where E is a simple blocked 
extension for F with clause-length at most K, and with at most K' new variables (in 
total): 
- E E K-Cg&°6 ~, 
- [Var (E)\Var (F)[ ~<K'. 
The length of ~ is its ordinary length as resolution proof. ~ is called tree-like if it is 
tree-like as resolution proof. 
The correctness of this concept of proofs for the deduction of _1_ follows from 
Lemma 3.1 (but note that simple blocked extensions are not conservative with respect 
to general implication). 
In [ 18] this concept is studied in a more general form, called "Generalized Extended 
Resolution" 40 which allows also (implicit) eliminations of blocked clauses, making the 
notion of extension independent of the order of addition. Among others an exponential 
40 ,,(K, K~ ).resolution,, (without the adjective "simple") refers to this more general concept. 
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lower bound for (oc,0)-resolution proofs is shown for the Pigeonhole Principle. To 
obtain from that a (sub)exponential lower bound for Jff3, two difficulties must be 
overcome: 
- blocked clauses are introduced in JV3 at all nodes of the computation tree, not only 
at the root, 
- and furthermore the dynamical addition and elimination of clauses (allowing to add 
more blocked clauses) has to be handled. 
A lower bound for (oo, oc)-resolution seems to be intractable at this time, since 
simple (3,oo)-resolution already contains Extended Resolution. 41 
We conclude this subsection by showing that simple tree-like (3,0)-resolution can 
not be simulated by resolution: 
Lemma 14.1. Simple treelike (3, O )-resolution cannot (even for 3-clause-sets) be sim- 
ulated polynomially by resolution. 
Proof. Let (Fn)nE N be any sequence of unsatisfiable 3-clause-sets such that there is no 
polynomial bound on the length of resolution proofs for (Fn), but there are polynomially 
bounded extended resolution proofs for (F~). (For example consider the Pigeonhole 
Formulas transformed into 3 -~S~ in the standard way.) 
Since tree-like Extended Resolution polynomially simulates Extended Resolution, 42 
for each n there is a sequence (Ef)i~{1,...,mo} of applications of the extension rule, i.e., 
for all 1 <~ i <~ mn 
E n = {{x n, a n , bn}, {x n, an}, {x n, bn}} 
Var (xn) ~! Var (F~ ) U Var ( kl.]<iE~ ) , 
Var({an,bn})C-Var(Fn)UVar (kU<iE~) 
holds, such that there are polynomial (in f(F~)) tree-like resolution proofs of ± from 
F~ UEn, where En := Ui<~mn E~'. 
Take a variable y not contained in any F~ U En, and define 
En I := {{x n, Y}}l <~i<~m,. 
F~ :=F~ U E~ has the same complexity w.r.t, resolution as F,. On the other hand F~ 
has a short simple tree-like (3, 0)-resolution proof: 
The simple blocked extension E~ ~ for F~ is obtained as follows: 
1. First add {y} (blocked for y). 
41 In fact they are (polynomially) equivalent as shown in [18]. 
42 Lemma 4.4.8 from [15] proves that tree-like Frege Systems polynomially simulate Frege Systems, while 
Lemma 4.5.8 from [15] says that Extended Resolution and Extended Frege Systems polynomially simulate 
each other. Now it is not hard to see that the proof of Lemma 4.5.8 also shows that tree-like Extended Res- 
olution polynomially simulates tree-like Extended Frege Systems, and that the construction of Lemma 4.4.8 
also gives that Extended tree-like Frege Systems polynomially simulate Extended Frege Systems. 
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2. (a) Add {x'~,a'~,bf} (blocked for xf). 
(b) Add {xf,af, y} and {x~,bf, y} (blocked for x{'). 
3. In the same way add all {x~,an,b~}, {xn, a~,~} and {)--~,bT, Y} for 2<~i<~mn. 
E~ ~ does not contain new variables due to the dummy variables in E~. 
And by Unit-resolution we obtain E, from En". 43 [] 
14.2. Comments to our method for estimating the size of trees 
The next lemma motivates that for the purpose of  estimating 
(*) #1vs(T) ~< "Cmax(d , T) ~d(r°°t (T)) 
(recall Section 8) this upper bound is the better the closer the r-values are lying 
together and thus for a good estimation the job is to balance the different r-values over 
the tree: 
Lemma 14.2. For any tree T up to a positive factor there is exactly one distance 
function dr with #1vs(T)= Zmax(dr, T) Edr(r°°t(r)). dr is characterized by the condition 
that for every path from the root to a leaf the sum of distances is the same, and 
that T(d(w)) is constant on inner nodes. 
For the choice of the z-function we have the following justification: 
Lemma 14.3. The z-function is the (pointwise) minimal function z '~J- - -+ [1, +cx~) 
such that for all trees T and all distance functions d for T formula ( . )  is valid. 
Finally we note that in our handling of  ( we used in fact only very general properties 
of  the zk-measures, o that the distance function d 3 in a generalized framework could 
be useful also for other applications. 
14.3. General complexity of SAT-decision 
Here we consider the general time complexity of SAT-decision for subclasses of 
cg~Sa, more strictly speaking the exponential (or "mathematical") part of  the time 
complexity, abstracting from polynomial factors. 
Definition 14.2. For ~ff C cg~5~ and # : ~ ~ E+ we define the power coefficient 
~(o~f',/~) as the infimum of exponents ~ which bound (up to a polynomial in •(F)) by 
43 If the reader is disturbed by the fact that F~ contains blocked clauses, he may use instead: 
En / := {{x/n,y}, {xn, y}, {an, bn,y}: 1 <~i<~mn} U {{.~,v}, {~5, w}, {~,y}}. To see that Fn t=Fn UEn I has the 
same complexity for resolution as Fn, apply the autark assignment (y---+ l,v---~ 1,w---~ 1) and note that 
clauses eliminated by some autark assignment can be eliminated from any resolution proof of A_. 
The simple blocked extension En t' for Fn t is now En r' := { {x~, fi}, {x~, a n, y}, {x n, b n, ~} :1 <~ i <~ mn }. 
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2 ~'~ the time complexity of deciding SAT for s~ (by multi-tape Turing-machines): 
~t(3CC, m) := inf{~ E E+ : 3ram J/~polynomial P[,/~ decides SAT for X with time- 
bound (P(E(F)). 2~'#(F))FC,~]}.44 
Due to the polynomial factor P( f (F) )  power coefficients do not depend on the special 
coding and the special model of computation (when considering at least 2-tape TMs 
(cf. [26], 2.8.9)). In contrast to the notion of "power indices" from [14], the notion of 
power coefficients i designed for the consideration of those classes ~r, for which there 
is a polynomial time and linear size reduction t : ¢gAa6 ~--~ J~t '~, i.e., t is computable in 
polynomial time w.r.t. E(F) and there is a constant c such that for all F E c~Aa5~ 
sat F t(F) =-- and Y(t(F))<.c. f (F)  
holds. 
14.3.1. The known upper bounds for power coefficients 
1. (a) c¢(~Se-3,n)~< log2z(9,9,9)=0.17610.., where c~A°Se-3 is the class of clause- 
sets with every variable occurring at most three times [22]; 
(b) ~(~5eSe-(1,oo),n)~< log2z(3,3,3)=0.52832.., where c~AaAe-(1,c~) is the class 
of clause-sets in which every variable appears in one sign at most once (for the 
other sign there are no restrictions) [22, 23]. 
2. (a)c¢(3-cgAeSe, n)~<logzz2,3,3=0.58921.. (Theorem 2), which can be improved 
somewhat to c~(3-c~Ae5 a, n)~< log 2 1.49625.. = 0.58135.. by refining the case "BN" 
[20, 301; 
(b) ~(p-CgLPS~,n)<<. log2 z(1 . . . . .  p - 1) < 1 + log2(1 - 2 -p)  for p~>2. ([23, 25]; the 
generalization of ~3 (and of the improved bound!) to p-CgAaAe should be pos- 
sible but is not an obvious task); 
(c) ~(p-CgAeS~,n)~<l- e(p)/p ([27]), where 0<e(p)< 1/2 is the solution of 
1 - ~/p = H2(~) for the binary entropy function H2(~) = -e .  log 2 e - (1 - e). 
log2(1 -e ) ,  which is better than (b) for p~>5 (limp~¢~ e(p)= 1/2). 
3. Using c(F):= IFI, ci(F):=c(F [i1) and c*(F) := ~7(=F)(i- 2).  ci(F) it is known 
that 
(a) ~(~°5~, e* ) = ~(3-c~cP5 a, c* ) ~< log 2 z(1,4) = 0.46495.. ([1 ] and Lemma 14.6); 
(b) ~(cgSeSe, c)~< log 2 z(6,7,6,7) =0.30896.. [12]. 
4. ~(~AaS~,~)~< 1/10 [22]. 
14.3.2. Two variants for the number n of variables, counting only "hard" variables 
By well-known techniques we obtain the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 14.4. ~(cgAeSe, n)= ~(3-cg5('5 e, n') = ~(cgS~SP, n'), where for F C ~£PSP we de- 
fine n' ( F ) := [{v E Vat (F) :#v(F)" #~F) i> 2}[ as the number of variables which occur 
in one sign at least once in F and in the other sign at least twice. 
44infO= +~.  
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Lemma 14.4 gives a((gSfre, n')<~l, generalizing the polynomial decidability of 
(gL, eSa-2. Analogously, the following lemma generalizes the polynomial decidability 
of 2-c~5e:  
Lemma 14.5. ~(3-(g~q°rP, n* ) = cff3-c~&a5 ~, n), where for F E 3-(g=LPSP we define n*(F) 
as the number of variables o fF  occurring in both signs in the 3-clauses ofF.  
14.3.3. 3-coloring and "(3,2)-SSS" 
Here we discuss (shortly) the close relation between 3-SAT and 3-coloring. 
In [2] the notion of "(a, b)-SSS" ("SSS" stands for "Symbol System Satisfiability") 
is introduced. An (a,b)-SSS instance consists of: 
- a set V of vertices with n := I vI elements, 
- for each vertex a list of <<. a colors, 
- and a set of constraints, where a constraint is a list ((vl, i l),...,(vr, ir)) of pairs of 
vertices and colors with r ~< b components. 
The meaning of such a constraint is: vertex Vl is not colored with color il or ... or 
vertex vr is not colored with color i~. The problem is to decide whether there is a 
coloring of the vertices fulfilling all constraints. The class of  these (decision) problems 
is denoted by "(a,b)-SSS". 
(2, p)-SSS is (up to renaming) identical with p-Cg~5~, 45 while (k, 2)-SSS is a natural 
(and useful) generalization of the k-coloring problem. As in Definition 14.2 we define 
the power coefficients ~t((a, b)-SSS, n), using the number n of vertices in (a,b)-SSS 
instances. 
Lemma 14.6. ~t( ( 3, 2 )-SSS, n ) = ct( 3-cgLz~Sa, c3) (recall 3 in Section 14.3.1). The mea- 
sure c 3 is extended to whole cg~Se by c*, for which we obtain: ct(3-cgL~aSP, c* )= 
~( ~ ,  c * ). 
Proof. For ~((3,2)-SSS, n)~<~(3-cgLPre, c *) we transform a (3,2)-SSS instance in the 
natural way into a 3-clause-set (the variables are the pairs (v,i)), and observe that 
there are at most n clauses of length 3. 
And for the other direction transform a 3-clause-set according to Lemma 1 of [1] into 
a (3,2)-SSS instance (the nodes are the clauses, the colors the position of the literals in 
the clauses) and eliminate all nodes corresponding to <2-clauses via Lemma 2 of [1]. 
Finally c* is invariant w.r.t, the standard transformation cg~qSa--~ 3-~5e5 e. [] 
14.4. Leaving 3-cg~e5  to obtain faster 3-SAT-decision when the variables occur 
on the average less than 5.9 times 
With the help of the algorithm 5e: ¢g.~a5  ~ {0, 1 } from [22], realizing a(cgL,°5 e, f)~< 
1/10, we are able to improve the bound 1.5045 n from Theorem 2 for all F E 3-c~*LPS p 
fulfilling f(F)/n(F)<~co :---- 10. log 2 z2,3,3 = 5.8921.. as follows. 
45 Of course with respect to 5e~¢9- 
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Denote by ~f3' : 3-c¢~5a ~ {0, 1 } the algorithm from Section 6, completed by reduc- 
ing the input (F0 ~ r(Fo)) and excluding the trivial case l E r(Fo). 
Then our combined algorithm ~3 is given by 
PROCEDURE ~3(F0 C 3-cg&aSP): {0, 1}; 
BEGIN 
IF F = Y THEN RETURN 1 
ELSE IF /C  F THEN Return 0 
ELSE IF f (F) /n(F)  <~co THEN 
RETURN ~(F)  
ELSE 
RETURN JV3'(F ) 
END (~3. 
Theorem 4. The 3-SA T-algorithm ~3 t : 3 -~a~ -~ {0, 1 } decides 3-SA T with the fol- 
lowing time bound (Fo E 3-cK~6 a, E :---- f (Fo),  n := n(Fo)): 
log 2 #1vs(~(Fo) )  ~< min( log 2 "/72,3,3 " n ,  1/10.  ( )  
/ 1 /10 .~ for f/n<~co 
( log 2 z2,3,3 • n else 
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